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ABSTRACT

Time-Dependent Decision-making, Prevalence of Disease and

Socio-Economic Effects via Games and Constraint dynamics

Safia Athar Dr. M. Cojocaru

University of Guelph Dr. E. Thommes

Decisions frame many aspects of our lives. We make decisions daily,

as individuals or as a part of like-minded groups. Most of the time

we strive to make rational decisions, and we endeavor to reach opti-

mal ones for our own or the population’s benefit. Decision-making is

intertwined scientifically in research areas such as in optimization, prob-

ability theory, game theory and operation research with the objective of

helping to identify and reach optimal decisions in a variety of contexts:

public policy, engineering, transportation, health, communications. In

the presence of risk factors, decision-making becomes more convoluted

and needs to be studied carefully by taking into account all the factors

involved.



This thesis explores different perspectives on undertaking decisions

at the individual level and the population level, under various risk fac-

tors either perceived or objective. We also study the impact of the

time evolution of individuals’, or groups of individuals’ decisions, on

the prevalence of some infectious diseases (such as HIV, influenza or

pediatric diseases), and consequently the population’s regional socio-

economic well-being. We use game theory, non-smooth dynamics and

compartmental models to build and analyze our models. The essential

focus of the thesis is to investigate the effects of decision-making at the

individual, population and system (population & governing authority)

levels on the evolution of the disease. Moreover, we study the potential

policies that can be implemented to alleviate some of the socio-economic

impacts of the disease.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Individuals, as well as groups, have to make decisions for achieving their goals

and objectives in many different circumstances. Likewise, governments need to

make decisions about their various policies such as foreign policy and health pol-

icy. When we have to make rational decisions, we wonder if our decision will be

optimal or needs improvement. This process takes enormous amounts of time and

energy. Two individuals in the same situation decide quite differently. The ques-

tion is which person is wrong or who makes the right decision. The answer to

these questions lies in the criteria used to evaluate decisions. It is clear that every

person has different objectives and diverse interests which may affect his/her deci-

sion making. Such problems are referred to as Decision problems or optimization

problems. Decision-making has been developed as an important aspect in the field

of research for many years. This process is widely used in the management sci-

ences, engineering models, economics, and operations research [49]. Also, dynamic

decision-making is a developing subject in recent time. Decisions evolve with time

as preferences change over time. Time-dependent decision-making is a reality that
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cannot be ignored in study of models.[48]

Objective

The main objective of this thesis is to investigate different perspectives on under-

taking decisions at the individual level such as decisions regarding sexual behavior

of individuals while selecting their partners under the risk of disease; the vacci-

nation of children in epidemics and work attendance while sick. The goals are

two-fold. Firstly, we apply these ideas to three different mathematical models,

and secondly, we study how individuals’ decision-making is affected over time un-

der the influence of certain risk factors. In each chapter, we have the following

objectives to support our goals:

• Chapter 2 investigate the decisions from individuals’ point of view when they

repeat the game.

• Chapter 3 look at the impact of individual’s decision on the spread of disease

in geographical regions and work environments under particular constraints.

• Chapter 4 explore from a system point of view the decision-making of the

leader(single entity/Government) which is supposed to decide on both in-

vesting in the well-being of followers (population) and managing the budget

at the same time.

Overall we study the following question: how does the change in the decision-

making of an individual or group of individuals impact the prevalence of disease,

and consequently the population’s regional socio-economic well-being? Here the

risk is the possibility of getting infected with an infectious disease, and the influence
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of these infectious individuals or group of individuals on others under certain

circumstances. The general mathematical research in the thesis is conducted in

Euclidean space Rn with a notable exception of the work in Chapter 2 which

contains the Hilbert space L2.

Literature Review

1.1 Game Theory

The classical game theory focuses on an optimal outcome in situations where

one or more individuals make decisions. This theory helps people to understand

many things including the behavior of commanders in military engagements to

the behavior of the car salesman during negotiations [58]. The decision-maker

use game theory as a tool, for structuring and analyzing problems of strategic

choice. The process of modeling a situation as a game requires the decision-maker

to specify clearly the players and their strategic options, and to consider their

preferences and reactions. Branches of game theory differ in their assumptions. A

fundamental assumption in many branches of game theory is that the players are

rational. A rational player is one who always chooses an action which gives the

outcome he prefers most, given what he expects his opponents to do. The goal of

game-theoretic analysis in these branches, then, is to predict how the game will be

played by rational players; cooperatively or non-cooperatively. This thesis focuses

on non-cooperative game theory with rational players.
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1.1.1 Non-cooperative Nash games

One framework for studying non-cooperative decision-making is a game theory,

initially introduced by the works of von Neumann and Morgenstern in the 1940’s

[58], and further developed by Nash in the early 50’s [38]. The theory is a collection

of logical models that attempt to give insight into how decision makers interact

with one another under particular situations. According to Myerson, [35], this is

“the study of mathematical models of conflict and cooperation between intelligent,

rational decision-makers.”Most of the analyses of classical game theory predict that

rational players make a decision that will allow them to reach a stable outcome

with an optimum payoff. These decisions are known as Nash equilibria in classical

theory.

In game theory, multiple decision makers (usually called players or agents in

different models) strategically interact with other players, thus forming an ob-

jective function that captures various alternatives of other players’ preferences.

Players want to maximize or minimize this objective function under the constraint

set defined for them. This objective function depends on the decision variables of

other players, hence a player cannot just optimize his/her objective function inde-

pendent of the choices of the other players. This fact binds the players together

in decision making in a cooperative or non-cooperative environment [4].

Each player has some choices, called pure strategies. The simultaneous choices

of all players lead to the respective payoffs (set of strategies) of a game. Game

played by n persons is referred to as an n-person game. A strategy for a given

player is a plan that specifies which of the available choices he/she should make

with what probabilities. The strategy can be pure or mixed; a pure strategy defines
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a particular action of a player that he/she will follow in every attainable situation in

a game. In contrast, a mixed strategy is not deterministic and involves chance. The

application of game theory in areas other than mathematics use different classes of

games for which the concept of a (Nash) equilibrium point is well defined. There

are many types of games, for instance, constant sum, zero sum/non-zero sum

games; cooperative & non-cooperative games; simultaneous moves & sequential

move games. The games with linear/non-linear payoff functions, (2 player or

multiplayer matrix games) can be characterized as zero- or non-zero-sum games

[54, 14]. Games can be cooperative or non-cooperative depending on how the

players adopt a particular strategy. If they decide to cooperate while making a

decision, the game is called cooperative otherwise, it is called non-cooperative.

There are other forms of games like normal, extensive form, simultaneous move,

sequential move games. Simultaneous games are the one in which the strategy

adopted by two players is simultaneous. In a simultaneous game, players do not

have knowledge about the strategy of other players. In contrast, sequential games

are the one in which players are aware of the strategies of other players. However,

in sequential games, the players do not have complete knowledge of the strategies of

other players. Simultaneous games are the normal form of a game while sequential

games are the extensive form. The example for a simultaneous game is Cournot

game specific quantity choice game. In contrast, Stackelberg game is a case of

a sequential game; a description is going to follow. Constant sum game is the

one in which the sum of outcomes of all players remains constant even if the

outcomes are different. If the sum of outcomes of all players is zero, it is referred

to zero sum game. In contrast, a non-zero-sum game is a situation in which the

interacting parties’ cumulative gains and losses are either zero or less than zero.
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Moreover, games could be one-shot or repeated. The one-shot game is played once.

In contrast, repeating game is played multiple times. We give a few reference

definitions for an n-person, a non-cooperative game in Rn.

Definition 1 Consider a game with n players, each player i ∈ {1, ..., n} with

strategy vector xi = {xi1, ...., xim} ∈ Ki ⊂ Rm (we assume players’ strategy sets

are of equal dimension m). The utility function for each player i is defined as

ui : K → R where K =
n∏
i=1

Ki ⊂ Rnm.

Each player i, being rational, selects a strategy vector xi ∈ Ki that optimizes

their utility ui(xi, ...xi−1, xi, xi+1, ...., xn) given the decisions (xj)j 6=i of other play-

ers.

An equilibrium point for the game defined above occurs when none of the players

can improve their payoff by unilateral deviation from their chosen strategy. This

equilibrium point is called a Nash equilibrium point and is defined as:

Definition 2 Assume each player is rational and wants to maximize 1 his payoff.

Then a Nash equilibrium is a vector x∗ ∈ K which satisfies the inequalities:

for all i: ui(x
∗
i , x
∗
−i) ≥ ui(xi, x

∗
−i),∀xi ∈ Ki

where x∗−i = (x1, ..., xi−1, xi+1, ..., xn).

A game can be considered as a set of coupled optimization problems as follows:

Definition 3 Given a multi-player game defined above, for each player i ∈ {1, ..., n}
1For players who wish to minimize his payoffs, Definition 2 takes place with a “≤” sign in

inequality(2).
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the coupled optimization problem is:

max ui(xi, x
∗
−i)

subject to xi ∈ Ki

Many results regarding the existence of Nash equilibria can be found in the liter-

ature.

Theorem 1.1.1 Every finite game2 has an equilibrium point. [4] (see also [41]

for a proof)

Another result for the existence of Nash equilibria is given below:

Theorem 1.1.2 If there exists a game with a strategy set K =
n∏
i=1

Ki that is

compact and convex, and with payoff functions ui(xi, x−i) that are continuous in

x ∈ K and quasi-convex in xi ∈ Ki for any given x−i, then there exists a pure

strategy Nash equilibrium of the multiplayer game.

(see [55] for reference.) We give a brief description of Stackelberg game, which is

an example of a sequential game as discussed above.

1.1.2 Stackelberg models

Stackelberg competition is a model based on a non-cooperative game. It was named

after the German economist Heinrich Stackelberg who formulated this model in

1934. More examples related to the Stackelberg game can be found in [14],[23].

The solution of non-zero sum game is the Nash strategy[38]. The Nash strategy

2A game in which each player has a finite number of moves and a finite number of choices for
each move.
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provides security to each player against the attempts of other players to improve

their payoffs. In the Nash game, players know each other’s performance, though

this assumption is not always valid. Therefore, many games cannot be modeled

and solved in this fashion. Stackelberg games are therefore useful for modeling such

situations where the assumption of Nash game is not applied. Stackelberg game is

a sequential game, where one player chooses their action before the others choose

theirs. Importantly, the following players must have some information about the

first player’s choice. Otherwise, the difference in time would have no strategic

effect. To find the Nash equilibrium for this game, we use backward induction by

analyzing the decision of the follower. There are some variations of this game. If

both players are followers, then it is called Cournot game (which is an example of

a simultaneous game, as discussed in 1.1.1). If both players believe themselves to

be the leader, then neither one will be successful at following the strategy above.

In this case, it will become a leader-leader game, and it will lead to a Stackelberg

disequilibrium. The leader-leader model will require both players to start with

incorrect assumptions about each other, and it will result in non-optimal output.

The Stackelberg game has been used in epidemiology. For instance, it has been

used in studying optimal vaccine choices as in [36] or in analyzing competition

over epidemic networks within a game-theoretic framework [60]. The Stackelberg

game has been used in the literature for modeling vaccine designs [45]. In [52],

it is posited that the gap should be reduced between the immunization and its

affordability to increase vaccine coverage in population. We use this form of the

game in chapter 4.

In general, the definition of a Leader-Follower game can be given as follows (we

assume n followers):
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Definition 4 Let f : C × K → R be the objective function of the leader, and

C ⊂ Rn a closed, convex set as the leader’s strategy set. The leader’s problem is

then:

min
y∈C

f(y, x∗)

s. t. g(y) ≤ 0→ Leader’s own constraints,

where given a fixed y ∈ C, x∗ is a Nash equilibrium of the followers problem:

∀i ∈ {1, ..., n}, ui(y, x∗i , x∗−i) ≥ ui(y, xi, x
∗
−i), ∀xi ∈ Ki,

where x−i := (x1, ..., xi−1, xi+1, ..., xn).

Remark The objective function f is usually with good continuity and convexity

properties ( see for instance [34]) .

1.2 Variational Inequalities

1.2.1 Classic variational problems

In advance modeling, non-linear payoffs require methods for finding Nash equi-

librium points, which vary with the context of problems such as an optimiza-

tion problem, a variational inequality problem, a computational method (for in-

stance, genetic algorithms) or a replicator dynamics. For details see the references

[13, 15, 28]

Variational inequality theory is a powerful unifying methodology for the study

of equilibrium problems. Hartman and Stampacchia introduced variational in-

equalities for the study of partial differential equations and boundary value prob-
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lems [3] [26]. Further work in this area was done by Gabay, Moulin [8], Isac

[29], Kinderlehrer and Stampacchia [47]. Dafermos was the first person who used

finite-dimensional variational inequality to establish the existence and uniqueness

of traffic network equilibrium conditions formulated by Smith in [18],[51]. The

breakthrough in this area of research developed the methods for the study of

problems in different fields such as economics, management science/operations

research, and also in engineering, with a focus on transportation (see details in

[8, 21, 40]).

Given below are a few reference definitions and results regarding variational

inequality problems and existence of their solutions.

Definition 5 Given a set K ⊂ Rn, closed and convex, and given F : K → Rn

a continuous function, the variational inequality (VI) problem is to find a vector

x∗ ∈ K such that

〈F (x∗), x− x∗〉 ≥ 0 ,∀x ∈ K

where 〈., .〉 denotes the inner product in Rn.

The following theorem shows the existence of solution to VI (5) (see [47]):

Theorem 1.2.1 Let K ⊂ Rn be compact and convex, and let F : K → Rn be

continuous. Then the VI (5) has at least one solution.

We need monotonicity for the existence and uniqueness of solutions to VI problems.

Monotonicity plays an essential role here. Following are some definitions regarding

monotonicity:

Definition 6 A mapping, F : K → Rn is monotone/ strictly monotone on K if

〈F (x) − F (y), x − y〉 ≥ 0,∀x, y ∈ K/∀x, y ∈ K with x 6= y Strictly monotonic
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function is defined as follows:

Definition 7 A mapping, F : K → Rn is strictly monotone on K if 〈F (x) −

F (y), x− y〉 > 0, ∀x, y ∈ K with x 6= y

Remark It is known also that monotonicity properties are directly related to

convexity of the function if F = ∇f([42])

Theorem 1.2.2 Assume F is continuously differentiable 3 on K ⊂ Rn and that

the Jacobian matrix ∇F (x) is symmetric and positive definite then there exists a

real-valued convex function f : K −→ R satisfying ∇f = F (x)with x∗ the solution

of VI(F,K) 5 also being solution of :

min f(x)

subject to x ∈ K ⊂ Rn,

Kinderlehrer and Stampacchia [47] established a significant result that shows a

direct relation between the VI (5) problem and a minimization problem on the

same constraint set K, as follows:

Lemma 1.2.3 Given a convex optimization problem:

min f : K → R

subject to x ∈ K ⊂ Rn,

and assuming x∗ ∈ K is a solution of this problem, then x∗ is also a solution of the

VI problem 〈F (x∗), x − x∗〉 ≥ 0 ∀x ∈ K where F (x) and f are convex functions

of class C1 and F (x) = ∇f .

3A function f is said to be continuously differentiable if the derivative f ′(x) exists and is itself
a continuous function.
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Some classes of games can be reformulated into VI problem as defined in Definition

5 using Lemma 1.2.3 and Definition 3. One such result is stated below (see [8]):

Theorem 1.2.4 Assume a multiplayer game. Provided the utility functions ui are

of class C1 and concave (meaning −ui is convex) with respect to the variables xi,

then x∗ ∈ K is a Nash equilibrium if and only if it satisfies the VI:

〈F (x∗), x− x∗〉 ≥ 0 ∀x ∈ K

where F (x) = (−∂u1(x)
∂x1

,−∂u2(x)
∂x2

....− ∂un(x)
∂xn

)

We will use Theorem 1.2.4 in Chapter 1.

1.2.2 Time-dependent Variational Inequalities

Decision making of an individual or a group of people can change the whole game

plan; it depends on many factors that need to be carefully studied when analyzing

a decision model, one of these factors being time. Decisions evolve with time as

preferences change over time. Time-dependent decision-making is a reality that

cannot be ignored in the study of models [48].

Lions, Stampacchia, and Brezis introduced evolutionary variational inequalities

(EVI) for solving problems in mechanics ([33],[3]). Steinbach provided the theory

for existence and uniqueness of such problems [46]. The authors in [22] used EVI to

study the traffic network problem with feasible path flows and proved the existence

of such time-dependent solutions. They show that the equilibrium conditions for

such problems could be expressed using an EVI. In [9], Cojocaru et al. showed

that time-dependent traffic network problems, and many other examples discussed
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therein, can be formulated into EVI problems under the umbrella definition given

below. Consider the nonempty, convex, closed, bounded subset K of Hilbert space

L2([0, T ],Rq) defined as:

K =
{
u(t) ∈ L2([0, T ],Rq) | λ(t) ≤ u(t) ≤ µ(t) a.e in[0, T ],

q∑
i=1

ξjiui(t) = ρj(t) a.e in[0, T ], ξji ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, i ∈ {1, ..., q}, j ∈ {1, ..., l}
}

Then an EVI problem is defined as in [9]:

Definition 8 Find w ∈ K such that

〈〈F (t, w), v − w〉〉 ≥ 0 ∀ v ∈ K ∀t ∈ [0, T ],

where F : [0, T ]×K→ Lp([0, T ],Rq)∗ and Lp([0, T ],Rq), p ≥ 1 is a reflexive Banach

space. This problem can also be written in an equivalent form as a pointwise

variational inequality problem (as in [7]):

Definition 9 Find w ∈ K such that

〈F (w(t)), v(t)− w(t)〉 ≥ 0 ∀ v(t) ∈ K(t) for a.a t ∈ [0, T ]

For the existence and uniqueness of the solution of an EVI problem defined above,

readers are referred to papers; [5, 37].
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1.3 Projected Dynamical Systems (PDS)

In equilibrium problems, the multi-decision makers have to face certain constraints,

for example budgetary, conservation of flow, nonnegativity of variables. Therefore,

the classical dynamical systems are not effective for solving such problems. Dupuis

and Ishii were the first to note the relationship between the solutions of varia-

tional inequality problems and the solutions of the correlated dynamical system

[20]. Dupuis and Nagurney laid the theoretical foundation for the study of discon-

tinuous dynamical systems (named a “projected” dynamical system in Zhang and

Nagurney [39]). They found that under suitable conditions the set of stationary

points of a PDS coincide with the set of solutions of associated finite-dimensional

variational inequality[19, 19]. Isac and Cojocaru in [29, 30] started the system-

atic study of PDS on infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, and Cojocaru resolved

the fundamental issue regarding the existence of solutions to such problems in

[11]. In the words of Nagurney,[44] “PDSs have been used to solve problems from

evolutionary games to neuroscience to dynamic predator-prey networks to supply

chains.”.[page# 50]

Here we give the reference definitions for a projected differential equation, PDS

and existence of its solutions.

Definition 10 Let K be a nonempty ,closed ,convex subset of Rn,∀z ∈ K tangent

cone to K at the point x is defined as set TK(x) = ∪λ>0λ(K − x)

Definition 11 Let K ⊂ Rn be a non-empty, closed, convex subset. The projection

operator of Rn onto K denoted by PK : Rn −→ K is given by: z 7→ PK(z) where

PK(z) satisfies ‖PK(z)− z‖= infx∈K‖x− z‖.
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PK(z) is the vector in K which gives the minimum distance between the vector

z and the set K. The properties of the projection operator are well-known, for

details see [9] and the references therein.

Definition 12 Let K ⊂ Rn be a non-empty, closed, convex subset of Rn and

F : K → Rn a Lipschitz continuous mapping on K with Lipschitz constant b > 0.

A projected differential equation (PrDE) is a differential equation :

dx(t)

dt
= PTK(x(t))(x, F (x(t)))

An initial value problem for PrDE is given as:

dx(t)

dt
= PTK(x(t))(x, F (x(t))), x(0) = x0 ∈ K

Remark Projected equations have the following properties:

1. PrDE are a special kind of ODE where the domain K is a closed, con-

vex subset of Rn, where the vector field F (x(t)) is projected onto the tan-

gent cone at the set K at x(t); this mechanism made the mapping x 7 −→

PTK(x(t))(F (x(t))) discontinuous and nonlinear. Therefore, PrDE belong to

the class of discontinuous ODE.

2. The solutions of an initial value problem involving a PrDE remains in set K

for all time t ∈ [0,∞]; this fact makes the PrDE a useful tool in the modelling

of equilibrium problems where time-evolution is involved. (For instance, in

optimization problems where the set K is called constraint set.)

A dynamical system is a mathematical mapping that describes the evolution of a
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system in time. For instance, a mapping ψ : [0, T ] × K → Rn, defined on state

space [0, T ] × K, shows that each pair (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × K is associated with a

vector ψ(t, x) ∈ Rn such that for each fixed t0 ∈ [0, T ], ψ(t0, x) : K → Rn is a

continuous mapping. For each x0 ∈ K, the mapping ψ(t, x0) : [0, T ] → Rn shows

the evolution of the state x0 in time over the time interval [0,T]. An important

point to note here is that T ∈ R can be finite or infinite. Here we give the definition

of Projected dynamical system (PDS), the main tool used in all the three research

papers included in the thesis:

Definition 13 A projected dynamical system(PDS) is a mapping ψ : [0,∞)×K →

Rn such that:

dψ(t, x)

dt
= PTK(ψ(t,x))(ψ(t, x), F (ψ(t, x)), ψ(0, x) = x ∈ K

where K is nonempty, closed, convex set in Rn and F : K → Rn is Lipschitz

continuous.

Another definition: A projected dynamical system is the collection of all solutions

of the initial value problem (IVP) defined in (12) above.

The equilibrium points for PDS are defined as in [39]:

Definition 14 A point x∗ ∈ K is an equilibrium (or critical) point for the PDS

(13), if

PTK(ψ(x∗))(ψ(x∗), F (x∗)) = 0.

For the existence of solutions for PDS we refer readers to see Cojocaru and Jonker

[11]. In [39] and [11], authors have given an important result that establishes the

connection between PDS and variational inequalities:
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Theorem 1.3.1 Assume that K is a convex polyhedron. Then the equilibrium

points of the PDS(F,K)12 concide with the solutions of VI(F, K)(5.

Last but not least, we mention a very important result that shows the link between

EVI and PDS as stated in [8]:

Theorem 1.3.2 Let H be a Hilbert space and let K ⊂ H be a non-empty, closed

and convex subset. Let F : K −→ H be a Lipschitz continuous vector field with Lip-

schitz constant b. Then the solutions of the time dependent variational inequality

8 are the same as the critical points of the projected differential equation:

dw(t, τ)

dτ
= PTK(w)

(w(t, τ),−F (w(t, τ)))

That is the point w ∈ K such that PTK(w(t,τ))
(w(t, τ),−F (w(t, τ))) ≡ 0.

Theorem 1.3.3 Assuming F is strictly monotone and Lipschitz continuous, the

solutions of EVI 8 problem are unique.

We use this result in Chapter 2.

1.3.1 Transition matrices and hybrid systems

A Markov process is defined for any given time t and given states i or j. Each

object must be in a state i at time t. The probability that an object moves from

state i to state j in one time period t to t+1 is called the transition probability Tij.

Given probabilities Tij we build a stochastic or transition matrix Tr = [Tij]
T . Tr

is an N ×N square matrix where N is a fixed positive integer. In our model, Tr

is a left stochastic matrix with each column summing to 1. Here is the reference

definition for Markov process and Transition matrix:[54]
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Definition 15 Given the chronological times t0, t1, ..., tn the family of random

variables {Xtn} = {x1, x2, ..., xn} is said to be Markov process if it possesses the fol-

lowing property: P{Xtn = xn|Xtn−1 = xn−1, ..., Xt0 = x0} = P{Xtn = xn|Xtn−1 =

xn−1}

The transition probabilities at a specific point in time t = 0, 1, 2..., T is given by

the matrix:

P =


p11 p12 . . .

...
. . .

pn1 . . . pnn


with the property:

∑
j

pij = 1 i = 1, 2, ..., n and pij ≥ 0 (i, j) = {1, 2, ..., n}. The

matrix P is called Markov chain.[54]

Hybrid systems are a mix of a set of possibly differing continuous dynamics and

discrete events which move the system from one dynamics to another [57]. The

dynamical system describes the evolution of a state over time and is classified as

continuous, discrete or hybrid by the set of intervals over which the state evolves.

Therefore, Hybrid dynamical system is defined as [53]

Definition 16 A dynamical system is called hybrid when the evolution of state is

over continuous time, but there are also discrete”jumps” where the system switches

to a new state.

In [7], the authors explained this set-up for the case where all dynamics were

projected dynamics, and where the discrete events modified the initial points and

the constraint sets of each such projected dynamics. Thus it was a combination of

local flows of continuous-time dynamical systems and a discrete number of “switch

and jump”mechanisms, taking place at a finite number of time instances.
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A trajectory of a hybrid system starts with an initial state, evolves in continuous

time under the set of a constrained differential equation, then, at a discrete time,

these constraints are violated, and the system switches to a new, different state.

We use this idea in Chapter 3 to blend the projected SIR model with transition

matrices, resulting in a hybrid system framework.

1.4 SIR models

Epidemiology is the study of health and disease in a particular population to con-

trol associated health problems. Infectious diseases, or transmissible diseases as

they are commonly known, are always a serious concern for humans. In history,

there are many examples of widespread outbreaks of infectious diseases that af-

fected nations. For instance, the first wave of the Black Death (bubonic plague

1348-1350) affected one-third of the population of Europe, killing about 75 to 200

million people. According to a WHO report [59], the outbreak of pandemic in-

fluenza (1918-1919) in America, Europe, Asia and Africa caused 40 million deaths.

In 1957 and 1963, two less severe influenza pandemics resulted in two and one mil-

lion deaths respectively [50]. In recent years, many people die every year due to

infectious diseases like AIDS, malaria, measles, and influenza.

Modeling in the field of epidemiology has its roots in the early twentieth cen-

tury. Modern epidemiology has its theoretical roots founded on modeling the

spread of a disease and showing that if certain conditions are met, then a disease

will go extinct. Some of the earliest disease models were developed by Kermack

and McKendrick [12]. Longini in [32] studied how the history of infectious agents

follows a particular pattern that can be formulated in any epidemic model. Epi-
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demiologic models are currently both well-known and widely used (see for instance

[16, 24, 25, 32, 56] and references therein). Among these, compartmental models of

Susceptible-Infected-Recovered (SIR) type and their many variations are used to

model pandemics, and they are concerned with finding ways to estimate the num-

ber of secondary infections by one infected individual. The number of secondary

infections produced by one individual in completely susceptible populations is de-

noted by R0, whereas the same number is denoted by R in partially susceptible

populations [2, 10, 25]. Completely susceptible populations here means that all

individuals are equally susceptible to the disease; partially susceptible popula-

tions, on the other hand, contain some individuals who have immunity or partial

immunity to the disease. The most basic form of a deterministic compartmental

model is a Susceptible-Infected-Recovered, or (SIR) model. This type of model is

widely used for infectious diseases. In 1927 Kermack and McKendrick [31] pro-

vided an epidemic model that was considered a generalized model at the time. In

this model, the total population is assumed to be constant and divided into three

classes. In the SIR model, there are three compartments:

• Susceptible: individuals who have no immunity to the infectious agent, so

might become infected if exposed.

• Infectious: individuals who are currently infected and can transmit the in-

fection to susceptible individuals who they come in contact with others.

• Removed: individuals who are immune to the disease, and consequently do

not affect the transmission dynamics in any way when they come in contact

with other individuals.

The number of individuals in each of these compartments are denoted by S, I and
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R, respectively. The total host population size is N = S + I +R. The generic SIR

model without demography is as follows:

dS

dt
= −βSI

dI

dt
= βSI − γI

dR

dt
= γI

β is transmission rate and γ is recovery rate per capita. The generic SIR model

with demography, with the assumption that birth rate equals the death rate, is as

follows:

dS

dt
= µN − βSI − µS

dI

dt
= βSI − γI − µI

dR

dt
= γI − µR

µ represent the rate of mortality.

In general, compartmental models encompass a population as a whole, often

heterogenized by age groups and sometimes other demographic factors, (for in-

stance see [1, 27, 32, 43, 56]). In Chapter 3, we are modeling a population of

workers, rather than an entire biological population. In our model the compart-

ments are still S, I and R; however, the birth rate here signifies the people are

starting work for the first time per unit time, and death rate would be workers
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retiring per unit time. We modify a classic SIR model by imposing population

conservation and flow constraints that reflect daily commuters trips. This modifi-

cation gives rise to a projected dynamics, which allows for solutions to our model

to respect the non-negativity and flow constraints at every time t. Further, we

blended the projected SIR model with a discrete transition state matrix (DTS)

induced by the presence of a pandemic, resulting in a hybrid dynamical system

with two times scales. For details, we refer the readers to Chapter 3.
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Abstract

In [16] the authors model and investigate casual sexual encounters between two

members of a population with two possible HIV states: positive and negative, us-

ing a Nash game framework in which players try to maximize their expected payoff

resulting out of a possible encounter. Each player knows their own HIV status,

but do not know the HIV status of a potential partner. They do however have a

personal assessment of the risk that the potential partner may be HIV positive.

Last but not least, each player has a ranked list of preferences of potential types

of sexual outcomes: unprotected, protected, or no sexual outcome. In [16], the

game model is studied via 1- and 2-dimensional sensitivity analyses on parameters

such as the utility values of unprotected sex of an HIV negative individual with an

HIV positive, and values of personal risk (of encountering an HIV positive partner)

perception.

In this work, we introduce time as a variable which affects players’ risk percep-

tions, and thus their strategies. Given that HIV transmission happens when an

HIV positive player has a non-zero probability (strategy) of having unprotected

sex with a HIV negative player, we are also able to keep track of the time evolution

of the overall fraction of HIV positive individuals in the population, as reflected as

an outcome of repeated casual encounters. We model a continuous time dynamic

game (as in [4]) where we compute the stable strategies of each player based on a

dynamical system defined on a set of functions. We observe that with change in

choices the HIV prevalence in the population increases.



2.1 Introduction

HIV/AIDS (human immunodeficiency virus/acquired immunodeficiency syndrome)

was first observed in California, 1980 [9]. Patients, at that time, were treated by

the local physicians for intense fever, diarrhoea, weight loss and swollen lymph

nodes. In 1982, 600 cases were reported by CDC, out of which 75% were identified

as homosexual or bisexual males. Therefore, the early name given to these symp-

toms was ‘GRID’(gay related immune deficiency). In late 1982, it was changed to

AIDS by CDC after determining the fact that this disease is not exclusive only to

the gay population. About 1500 lives were claimed by this disease in 1984 [6]. A

poll in 1985 indicated that nearly half of Canadians were concerned about getting

infected by this disease[13].

HIV is a unique virus among others as it incorporates its own DNA into the

host’s cellular DNA. The virus also contains a protein that takes over the host cell’s

reproduction ability; is then uses it as an aid for self replication. This virus impacts

the immune system resulting in life threatening infections. It can be transferred

through blood, semen, vaginal fluid or breast milk [18].

Nearly 15,000 cases of HIV were discovered in United States in 1985, whereas in

Africa the estimated number was approximately half a million. The latest research

proved that HIV first appeared in humans in central Africa. First evidence of

the evolution of HIV emerged in 1985, when scientists found a virus in Macaque

monkeys that was closely related to HIV virus [18], [16].

HIV was classified as a pandemic by the World Health Organization (WHO).

According to estimates by WHO and UNAIDS, 35 million people were living with

HIV globally at the end of 2013. In the same year, 2.1 million people became
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newly infected, and 1.5 million died of AIDS-related causes. Although medical

treatments have reduced the annual rate of HIV, the drop in new HIV infections is

still not significant. In many countries the primary mode of transmission for this

disease is sexual encounters. For instance, 80% of the cases in the United States

are due to unprotected sexual encounters[19].

According to [16], the spread of HIV infection is largely influenced by people’s

way of thinking about their sexual encounters. Transmission of HIV in a popula-

tion may increase if the individuals have unprotected sex. To better understand

the spread of HIV, population models have been used. These models are helpful

in observing the change in infected populations caused by different parameters.

Usually, the concept of probability is used to understand the process of decision-

making in relation to unprotected sex. Game theory is an important mathematical

tool that has been extensively used to describe the decision-making of individuals

in certain non-cooperative situations. Different classes for the games are used to

model an individual’s decision depending upon, for example: linear payoff with

zero or non-zero sum game as in a 2-player game; or non-linear payoff as in a

multi-player game[16].

In this paper, we are interested in studying a model of two players engaged

in finding a casual sexual partner. The game here is dynamic, i.e., we consider

time-dependency of equilibrium (Nash) strategies under time evolution of utilities

and player’s risk assessment. The main purpose is to investigate the influence

of different parameters involved in the game upon the infected population over a

certain period of time. This paper has the following structure: Section 2 describes

briefly the one-off 2-player game; Section 3 presents the dynamic game using the

framework of evolutionary variational inequalities; Section 4 discusses the results
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of the computational work along with the analysis of parameters. We close with

conclusions and a few ideas for future work.

2.2 2-Player game: A brief introduction

Tully et ȧl [16] described a casual sexual encounter between two individuals as a

game. The status of the two players are known only to themselves. Further, the

players are aged 15 years and above. Players are denoted by P1 and P2 whose HIV

status is positive and negative respectively. We denote by ε+ the proportion of

HIV positives (HIV+) in the total population, and by ε− the proportion of HIV

negatives (HIV−) in the total population with the condition that ε+ + ε− = 1

The authors [16] used game models to find Nash equilibrium probabilities of

having unprotected sex (US) in casual encounters. The probabilities of unpro-

tected sex US for the two players are denoted by:

xi ∈ [0, 1]2;xi = (xi−, x
i
+), i ∈ {1, 2}

where xi− represents the probability of Pi having unprotected sex US with an HIV−

individual and xi+ represents the probability of Pi having unprotected sex US with

an HIV+ individual. The expected utility for Pi, i ∈ {1, 2}, when interacting with

HIV− and HIV+ individuals, is given by:

Ei
− = ρ[xi−U(US,+,−) + (1− xi−)U(notUS,+,−)]

Ei
+ = ρ[xi+U(US,+,+) + (1− xi+)U(notUS,+,+)]
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where i ∈ {1, 2} and where ρ represents the activity parameter for player Pi, i ∈

{1, 2}. U(US,+,+)/(notUS,+,+) represents the utility of players having unpro-

tected sex with HIV+ or HIV− players. By the term notUS means either the

players have protected sex or no sex at all.

Therefore, the overall expected utility for Pi, i ∈ {1, 2} j ∈ {−,+} is given by:

Ei(xi−, x
i
+) = (1− bj)Ei

− + bjE
i
+

b+, b− represent the risk assessments of P1 and P2 respectively, regarding the

individual with whom they are engaging in a casual encounter. The risk parameters

b+ and b− are defined as follows:

b− = β−b
self
− + (1− β−)ε+

b+ = β+b
self
+ + (1− β+)ε+. (1)

The parameters bself+ and bself− represent the personal belief of player P1, P2 re-

spectively about the level of HIV infection in the population. Their values are

between 0 and 1, with 1 representing the belief that everyone else in the population

is infected.

The parameters β− and β+ represent the weight a player places upon personal as-

sumptions of HIV prevalences. Their values range again between 0 and 1. With

these in mind, ε+ is defined as :

ε+ = ε+(0) + [x1−ε+(0) + x2+ε−(0)]τ,

where ε+(0), ε−(0) are the initial fractions ofHIV+, &HIV− in the population. By
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initial we mean before the sexual encounter. We let τ = 0.02 be the transmission

rate of HIV in the population [2]. Both players want to optimize their expected

payoffs subject to constraints defined as follows: for each i ∈ {1, 2}, Pi solves the

optimization problem


max Ei := Ei(x1, x2)

s.t xi ∈ K := [0, 1]4 ∩ {xi− + xi+ = 1.i = 1, 2}

.

Definition 17 Assume each player is rational and wants to maximize their payoff.

Then the Nash equilibrium is a vector

x∗ ∈ K := K1 ×K2 × · · · ×KN which satisfies the inequalities: For all i

fi(x
∗
i , x
∗
−i) ≥ fi(xi, x

∗
−i) , ∀xi ∈ Ki where x∗−i = (x1, ..., xi−1, xi+1, ..., xN).

Definition 18 Given a set K ⊂ Rn, closed, convex, non-empty and given F :

K −→ Rn is a function, the variational inequality(VI) problem is to find a vector

x∗ ∈ K such that

〈F (x∗), y − x∗〉 ≥ 0, ∀y ∈ K (2)

.

Specifically, the Nash game is reformulated into a variational inequality problem

as follows [3],[7]:

Theorem 2.2.1 Provided the utility functions ui are of class C1 and concave

(meaning −ui is convex) with respect to the variables xi, then x∗ ∈ K is a Nash

equilibrium if and only if it satisfies the VI: 〈F (x∗), x − x∗〉 ≥ 0, ∀x ∈ K,
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where F (x) = (−∇x1u1(x), .....−∇xnun(x)), (−∇xiui(x)) = (−∂u1(x)
∂x1

,−∂u2(x)
∂x2

....−
∂un(x)
∂xN

), i ∈ {1, 2..., n}. (3)

Remark In 2.2.1, F : K −→ Rn

The variational inequality problem 18 has at least one solution if the constraint

set K is closed, bounded and convex and F : K −→ Rn is continuous. In other

words, if K is a compact and convex set then solutions for variational inequality

problems exist. Further, the solution may be unique if the function F is strictly

monotone on K (see [12]).

In our case we have: F (x1, x2) = (− 5 Ei(x1, x2)) = (− 5x1 E
1,− 5x2 E

2).

Here, K is closed, bounded and convex and F (x1, x2), being linear, is continuous;

therefore, the existence of a solution for the problem is proved. However, F (x1, x2)

is not strictly monotone, therefore the strategy applied here, by the authors, is to

look at the Nash points (x1, x2) ∈ K as critical points of a set of differential equa-

tions driven by the vector field F and constraint set K:

dx

dτ
= PTK(x(τ))(−F (x(τ))); (x1−(0), x1+(0), x2−(0), x2+(0)) ∈ K = K1 ×K2 (3)

where x = (x1, x2) = (x1−(0), x1+(0), x2−(0), x2+(0)).

2.2.1 One-shot game - example

We develop a base case for our further investigations. The parameters of the

model are set in such a way that we can compute the Nash equilibrium vector for

an ideal situation. An ideal situation is developed to restrict the players to their

own groups, i.e, P1 interacts with an HIV− and P2 interacts with an HIV+ player.
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We solve the VI problem attached to the game, using the following values in the

Table 2.1 for the parameters involved. The utilities for US and notUS are also

given in the following Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Parameters used in base case

β− β+ bself− bself+

0.5 0.5 0.6 0.3
ε−(0) ε+(0) τ ρ
0.95 0.05 0.02 1

US(−,−) US(−,+) US(+,−) US(+,+)
1 0.5 0.5 1

notUS(−,−) notUS(−,+) notUS(+,−) notUS(+,+)
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

We start with uniformly distributed initial conditions and find the unique Nash

equilibrium for the 2-player game. The value for this equilibrium is (0,1,1,0). This

shows that the two players are careful regarding the choice of their partner for

casual encounters. The strategies of the two players are plotted to see the evolution

towards the equilibrium point when different initial values have been considered.

The plot in Figure 2.1 shows the strategy of P1 and P2 when selecting their partners

for a casual sex encounter.

2.3 Time-dependent 2-player encounter game

We convert the one-shot game, as described in Section 2.2.1, into a time-dependent

game. The purpose behind this extension is to see the effect of time on the decision-

making process of the two players. Moreover, an additional purpose is to see

how this decision-making can affect the change in HIV prevalence (ε+), if the

2-player game is played repeatedly. We use the combined theories of projected
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dynamical system (PDS) and evolutionary variational inequality (EVI), in order to

investigate the dynamics of the 2-player game [1], [5]. These two theories have been

applied to a number of other problems in different disciplines, such as operational

research, economics and finance, etc. [1, 5, 3]. For this purpose, we reformulate

the variational inequality problem of our 2-player game into a time-dependent

variational inequality, (EVI). We then measure the effects of time dependency on

the HIV prevalence and on the strategies used by the players.

Figure 2.1: Phase portrait for the strategy selections of P1 and P2; when P1 being
HIV+ interact with HIV−, whereas P2 interact withHIV+.We started with 150
uniformly distributed initial conditions to solve 3 using Matlab.

First, we start by defining constraint set K , as in Section 2.2.1, and rewrite it

for the EVI.

Our feasible vector u(t) = (x1(t), x2(t)) = (x1−(t), x1+(t), x2−(t), x2+(t)) has to sat-

isfy the time-dependent constraints on xi, i ∈ {1, 2}, and it belongs to the set of

functions given by:

K = {u(t) ∈ L2([0, T ],R4) | 0 ≤ xi+(t), xi−(t) ≤ 1, xi+(t) + xi−(t) = 1, i ∈

{1, 2}, a.a. t}
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Since F (x1, x2) = (−∇E(x1, x2)), we write F (u(t)) = (−∇E(u(t))) where F :

K −→ L2([0, T ],R4) . Then EVI is defined as:

Definition 19 Find u ∈ K such that

〈F (u(t)), v(t)− u(t)〉 ≥ 0 ∀ v(t) ∈ K(t) for a.a t ∈ [0, T ], where

K(t) = {u ∈ L2([0, T ],R4) | 0 ≤ xi+(t), xi−(t) ≤ 1, xi+(t) + xi−(t) = 1, i ∈

{1, 2}, a.a. t} . This is called the point wise form for the EVI.

Theorem 2.3.1 Let H be Hilbert space and let K ⊂ H be non-empty, closed and

convex subset. Let F : K −→ H be the Lipschitz continuous vector field with Lip-

schitz constant b. Then the solutions of the time dependent variational inequality

(19) are the same as the critical points of the projected differential equation :

du(t, τ)

dτ
= PTK(x)

(u(t, τ),−F (u(t, τ)))

That is the point x ∈ K such that PTK(x)
(u(t),−F (u(t))) ≡ 0 , and the converse

also holds .

If we choose H = L2([0, T ],R4) then the solution of EVI in Definition (19) and the

critical points of the equation in Theorem (2.3.1) are the same.

The important point in (2.3.1) is the difference between the two times, t, τ . The

time [0, T ] represents the time interval the game is considered to be played over.

As t varies over the interval [0,T], we can obtain one or more curves representing

how Nash strategies of both players may change. The time τ is the simulated time

of evolving from an initial point of the differential equation (2.3.1) towards one of
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the Nash equilibria on this curve(s). For the computational purpose, a sequence of

partition {t0n, t1n, ...., tNn } ∈ [0, T ] is defined such that 0 = t0n < t1n <, .... < tNn = T .

Then for each tjn, we solve the time dependent variational inequality:

〈F (u(tjn)), v − u(tjn)〉 ≥ 0 for all v ∈ K(tjn), where

K(tjn) = {u(tjn) ∈ L2([0, T ],R4) : 0 ≤ xi+(tjn), xi−(tjn) ≤ 1, xi+(tjn) + xi−(tjn) = 1, i ∈

{1, 2} a.e, in [0, T ]}.

We compute all solutions of this finite dimensional variational inequality, by finding

the critical point of the projected dynamical system (see [5]):

PTK(x)
(u(tjn, τ),−F (u(tjn, τ))) = 0

2.4 Computation of time-dependent Nash strate-

gies and their effects on the HIV prevalence

We use the same values for the parameters in the base case as in the one-shot

game. The only difference in this base case is that both the strategies and ε+ are

time dependent. The parameters used for the base case are described in Table 2.1.

We run this case for T = 10 periods, and reach the same equilibrium point as in

the one-shot game. No change in the value of ε+(t) is observed as shown in Figure

2.2

Next we vary US(−,+) & US(+,−) as a function of time, whereas the other

parameters are kept constant. The change in choices about having US over the

given period of time can be considered the result of emotional decision-making
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and/or the level of information. Gutnik et al. in [8] discussed the role of emotions

in decision-making. The role was considered as negative hindrance in the rational

decision-making. According to new research, people use analytic and experimental

systems to understand and assess the factors of risk. However, the emotions are

the most common factor that works in the experimental system.

Figure 2.2: HIV prevalence over a period of 10 periods

These emotions depend on past experiences or the perceived risks [8]. The

players can change their preferences over the given period under the influence of

emotion. These decisions under emotional circumstances perhaps occur due to

lack of adequate knowledge or due to the ‘’heat of moment”.

Table 2.2: Effect of US(−,+) and US(+,−) on HIV prevalence ε+(t)

Cases US(−,+) US(+,−) ε+(t)

Case 1 0.5 + 0.5× (t/10) 0.5 + 0.5× (t/10) 5% to 32%

Case 2 0.5 + 0.5× (t/10)2 0.5 + 0.5× (t/10)2 5% to 24%

Case 3 0.5 + 0.5× (t/10)3 0.5 + 0.5× (t/10)3 5% to 21%

Time is taken as 10 periods and Matlab is used for simulations. The numerical

method used was that presented in [5, 1]. We observe an increase in HIV prevalence
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from 5% to 32% when US(+,−) is linear function of time; whereas the increase

is 24% when US(+,−) in quadratic in time. The impact of US(+,−) on increase

in HIV prevalence is perhaps due to change in preferences of player 1(HIV+) over

the time.

Figure 2.3: 3-D plots show the change in HIV prevalence when the US(−,+) and
US(+,−) are time dependent. Upper left panel shows US(−,+) and US(+,−) as
linear functions; upper right panel shows US(−,+) and US(+,−) as quadratic;
lower left panel shows US(−,+) and US(+,−) as quadratic again (see Table 2)
and lower right panel shows them as cubic functions. The increase in ε+ is much
higher in the linear case.

2.5 Conclusion and Future work

In this work we converted a discrete time 2-player game into a time-dependent

game. We investigated the effects of changes in utilities of unprotected sex between

HIV+ and HIV− players, on the HIV prevalence rate over a number of encounters;
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we examined the influence of an individual’s personal risk perception about their

partners in casual encounters. In the future we are interested in formulating a

multi-player time-dependent game where two different HIV− groups are present,

one of which being vaccinated against HIV. We would like to investigate the impact

of prophylactic vaccination against HIV , as a social influence on the HIV− non

vaccinated group, and its overall effect on the HIV prevalence using Replicator

Dynamics.
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Abstract

In this paper we study the cost of absenteeism and presenteeism (going to work

while sick) during a pandemic in a local economy with several geographically dis-

tinct locations, and with work force populations consisting of individuals who live

and work in the same city, and individuals who live and work in different locations

(daily commuters).

We run simulations to study the effects of the fear factor and of the severity

of disease on the number of missed work days in the region, which we translate

into loss of productivity costs. We find that higher values of the fear parameter

lead to high absenteeism and lower infection levels. However, , we also show that

for severe pandemics (such as ones with higher number of secondary infections)

there are scenarios where there exists a unique value of the fear parameter which

leads to minimum economic costs for the regional economy. This indicates that

“staying at home” policies during an epidemic could be implemented for the work

force, without reaching a state of emergency.



3.1 Introduction

Modelling in the field of epidemiology has its roots in the early twentieth cen-

tury. Modern epidemiology has its theoretical roots founded on modelling the

spread of a disease and showing that if certain conditions are met, then a disease

will go extinct. Some of the earliest disease models were developed by Kermack

and McKendrick [4]. Longini in [20] studied that the history of infectious agents

follow a specific pattern that can be developed in any epidemic model. Epidemi-

ological models are currently both well-known and widely used (see for instance

[13, 17, 33, 19, 20] and references therein). Among these, compartmental models

of Susceptible-Infected-Recovered (SIR) type and their many variations are used

to also model pandemics and they are concerned with finding ways to estimate

the number of secondary infections by one infected individual (the number of sec-

ondary infections produced by one individual in completely susceptible populations

is denoted by R0, whereas the same number is denoted by R in partially suscepti-

ble populations [19, 5, 3] etc.; completely susceptible populations here means that

all individuals are equally susceptible to the disease; partially susceptible popula-

tions on the other hand contain some individuals who have immunity or partial

immunity to the disease).

In general, compartmental models encompass a population as a whole, often

differentiated by age groups and sometimes other demographic factors [33, 2, 18,

20, 28]. There are also works that regard the population from a migration point

of view, such as the ones in Sattenspiel and Dietz [30], which present a migration

model of a population for travelling between different communities. They investi-

gated the transmission of measles in the Caribbean Island of Dominica. Sattenspiel
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and Herring [31] worked on the same model but applied it to the Canadian subarc-

tic region to look into population movements in closed regions. Arino and Van den

Driessche [2] adapted the model described by Sattenspeil and Dietz [30] and intro-

duced the time evolution of a disease using an (Susceptible-Infective-Susceptible)

SIS compartmental model and gave accurate derivation of the reproduction num-

ber introducing bounds to it. In these works, the models are dynamic, and time

evolution shows the evolution of numbers of individuals in each compartment.

In this work, we take the point of view of modelling a population of workers,

rather than a biologically complete population. Our working populations live in

geographically distinct locations (“cities”), but each location’s work force contains

a percentage of daily commuters to the other locations, reflecting the current type

of workforce in many local economies ([15, 16]). The mathematical framework

we employ here is that of a hybrid dynamical system; specifically we combine a

non-standard continuous time infection model (SIR) and a discrete transition state

matrix encapsulating individuals’ daily decision to go to or miss work that day.

In our model the compartments are still S, I and R, however, the birth rate

here signifies the people starting work for the first time per unit time, and death

rate would be workers retiring per unit time. To account for behaviour change in

the presence of a pandemic event, we consider that a healthy susceptible individual

(S) has a probability of missing work proportional to their city’s overall infection

level. The scaling factor, which we call “fear” factor, represents the sensitivity

of the work force in one location to the level of infection in that location. An

infected individual (I) has a probability of missing work dependent on the severity

of the disease. Susceptible individuals contract the disease during the work day, at

the respective work locations. The infected individuals who choose to miss work
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are considered to be staying home and are thus removed from the transmission

dynamics.

Furthermore, our work was inspired by several interesting facts reported in the

press at large regarding loss of productivity in the economy due to both absen-

teeism and presenteeism (see The Globe and Mail [35]). It seems to be the case

that there is a growing opinion of a majority of employers that ill employees cost

double in output losses as compared to healthy employees. Moreover it seems that

“83 percent of U.S adult survey participants continued to attend work or school

while experiencing flu-like symptoms”. The spread of influenza (commonly known

as‘flu’ ) during every winter season is common in most countries around the world,

and while it accounts for some deaths in the population, it also benefits from a

prophylactic treatments (vaccines) [33]. In general, the working population is ac-

customed to the presence of influenza, and while there are people missing work

during one season, we choose to model here a pandemic infection (such as the

H1N1 [3] for instance), where the entire population is susceptible and where there

are no prophylactic treatments. In such a case, a “stay home from work” policy

could help bring down the numbers of infected workers and the duration of the

infection peak, of course at the expense of economic loss from absenteeism.

Given the above considerations and our discussion of the working population we

like to model, we modify a classic SIR model by imposing population conservation

and flow constraints that reflect daily commuter trips. This gives rise to a projected

dynamics (see for instance [8, 10, 14] for similar details) which allows for solutions

to our model to be respecting the nonnegativity and flow constraints at every time

t.

Projected dynamical systems (PDS) are used in operations research, economic
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theory, finance and network analysis (see for example [14, 24, 9, 10, 11, 8, 7] and

the references therein). In general, a PDS is a dynamical system whose flow is

constrained to evolve on a closed and convex subset, generically denoted by K,

of the ambient space. It was first introduced as a dynamical system in [14], and

then studied in Rn extensively in [25]; a projected equation was analyzed earlier

in [1]. In this model we consider the ambient space to be the Euclidean space

Rn and we consider the constraint set K to be described by the usual population

constraints of an SIR model, together with in- and outflows of population to and

from fixed geographic locations. The results present in the PDS literature (both

on Euclidean spaces and on more general Hilbert spaces) are based on nonlinear

and convex analysis and differential inclusions (see for example [14, 6]). In our use

here, all theoretical conditions for existence and uniqueness of solutions to such a

system are satisfied.

Further, the projected SIR model is blended with a discrete transition state

matrix (DTS) induced by the presence of a pandemic, resulting in a hybrid dynam-

ical system with two times scales (see [34] and references therein). The continuous

time scale is that of the SIR model, and the discrete events are given by individuals

who decide each morning whether to go to work or stay home that day, based on

their previous day’s state. Studies and current uses of hybrid systems can be found

in, for instance, [34], whereas projected dynamics and hybrid systems models are

present in [9, 10].

The aim of this research is to investigate the behaviour of the model starting

from the baseline model of the SIR with a fixed DTS matrix in the absence of

disease. The day-to-day changes in the population’s decisions to go to work or

not are then studied under the influence of a pandemic disease with various forces
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of infection and severity. We highlight ranges of the “fear” parameter that affect

the amount of missing work as well as the proportion of infected workers who still

go to work. Specifically, we quantify the amount of productivity loss in the local

economy due to absenteeism and we run scenarios on a two-city economy as an

example of how our model can be used as a scenario test bed.

Last but not least, we need to remark at this point that migration of popu-

lations, specifically understood as families moving to other geographic locations

in search of a better life exist in the economic and operations research literature;

of particular interest to us were the early works in [27] and [22, 23, 26] (as well

as [11]) where the dynamics of the migration process is looked at from a network

equilibrium viewpoint. Our model here shares similarities in outflow constraints

on the population, however, we impose that “migrants” return at the end of the

work day to their locations. It differs from the mentioned approaches because we

are not looking for an equilibrium state of the migratory process.

The structure of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we build the hybrid model

of the work population for a local economy with daily commuters and n locations.

In Section 3 we quantify the costs of absenteeism and presenteeism, and we show

the data we used from existing literature in our scenarios. In Section 4, we present

simulations of our model applied to a two-city local economy with overall constant

population, and we conduct analyses of the pandemic wave and the cost to the

local economy as impacted by changing values of model parameters. We close with

some conclusions and ideas for future investigations.
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3.2 Constrained SIR and Discrete Transition States

In the current study we develop a new hybrid system model by combining an SIR

model and discrete probability transition matrices. We present this model below

for the purpose of studying the dynamic changes in the movement of a working

population over a certain period of time under the presence of a pandemic, while

incorporating the everyday decision of workers of going to work or missing work.

3.2.1 Intercity commuter model

In the model presented in [2] intercity travelling has been taken into account,

with outgoing and incoming flow rates that were time-dependent. We take a

modified view of the ideas in these papers, as we are interested in the modelling

of the working population in an area, i.e., inter-city travelling is only done for

work, individuals come home at the end of the work day, and the outgoing and

incoming flows are removed from being continuously time-dependent; instead they

are incorporated into probability transition matrices for each of the workers in an

S, I or R compartment, for each location (city). Each individual in a compartment

decides between two states (go to work “W” or stay home “H”), based on their

state on the previous day.

In general our simulations span a physical time period of 120-300 work days of

10 hours each; at the end of each interval of 10 hours, we simulate the next morning

state transitions for all population compartments, and include these numbers as

initial conditions for the continuous time dynamics of the new 10 hours interval.

We assume that the number of locations (usually thought of as urban areas) is

represented by n > 1. The residents of a city i ∈ {1, ..., n} are the individuals who
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work and live in that city. Daily commuters are those who are travelling between

cities for work and come home at end of the work day. In our model, we cannot

have outflows larger than the maximum number of daily commuters to work. We

also assume a constant overall population, thus it is supposed that the “birth” and

“death” rates are equal (roughly speaking, the number of people starting work for

the first time in a day equals the number retiring from the work force in a day ).

We let the number of residents of city i working in a city j 6= i, j ∈ {1, ..., n}

at a particular time t during the work day denoted by Nij. Thus Nii are people

who live and work in city i. We denote by N r
i (t) the population of city i at time t

(workers who live in i and workers who live in i and work in j for all j 6= i), thus:

N r
i (t) =

n∑
j=1

Nij(t) (1)

Assuming µ is our birth and death rate, then we can simply write that:



dNii

dt
= µ(N r

i −Nii), i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}

dNij

dt
= −µNij, ∀i 6= j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}

s. t. N r
i (t) = constant and Nij(t) ≥ 0, i, j ∈ {1, ..., n}

(2)

Assuming a proportion αi of the population Ni is living in i but not working in i,

we need to add the constraints (this ensures the nondepletion of city i with more

than the total proportion of commuters):

∑
j 6=i

Nij(t) ≤ αiNi(t), ∀i (3)
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3.2.2 Discrete transition matrix (DTS)

Every morning, a person in city i faces the same choice: to either go to work or to

miss work, given that they either went to work or stayed home the previous day.

Therefore we define a transition probability matrix between the two states every

day: Go to work (W) or Miss work (H). The transition matrix from the states

(W,H) to the two states (W,H) is then defined as :

Ti =


W H

W p11 p12

H p21 p22

 with p11 + p12 = 1, p21 + p22 = 1.

The term pij ∀i, j ∈ {1, 2} is the probability of going to work or stay home - IN

THE ABSENCE OF DISEASE. For simplicity, we will assume that in the absence

of disease, the matrices are: Ti :=

 1 0

1 0

, i.e. everyone goes to work. To

highlight how the constrained SIR and the transition matrices are combined, we

first think of the population of city i as made of two types of individuals:

Xi(t) = people who went to work yesterday

Yi(t) = people who missed work yesterday


We assume initially everyone went to work yesterday in i, i.e.,

Xi(0)

Yi(0)

 =

Ni

0


Applying the transition matrix Ti we get the initial data for the population dy-
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namics model in system (2) at the beginning of the first simulated work day:

(
Ni, 0

)
Ti =

(
Xi(1), Yi(1)

)

Using our earlier assumption that a maximum of αiNi people of city i are com-

muters, we can further conclude that:

• (1 − αi)Xi(1) represents workers from i who go to work in city i today; it

represents the initial conditions for the equations of Nii in (2);

• αiXi(1) represents workers from i who commute to work elsewhere today; it

represents the initial condition for the equations of Nij in (2).

3.2.3 Presence of disease

When a disease is present we consider each city i’s population (i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n})

divided into three traditional compartments: Susceptible(S), Infectious(I), and

Recovered(R). Further, each compartment divides into two groups: people who

live and work in city i, and people who live in i but work elsewhere.

In order to highlight the different decisions in different compartments, we intro-

duce two new parameters; Ci, the sensitivity to infected fractions in the local (each

city’s) population, and pinc the probability of being incapacitated by infection, thus

resulting in not going to work. Here the term pinc applies to the I compartments

and is the same in all cities, while the fear factor Ci is city dependent.

The Susceptible and Infected compartment of city i has then fixed transition
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matrices defined as:

T Si =


W H

W 1− (p12 + Ci

∑n
j=1 Iij

Ni
) p12 + Ci

∑n
j=1 Iij

Ni

H 1− (p22 + Ci

∑n
j=1 Iij

Ni
) p22 + Ci

∑n
j=1 Iij

Ni

 (4)

T Ii =


W H

W 1− (p12 + pinc) p12 + pinc

H 1− (p22 + pinc) p22 + pinc

,
where we choose values of Ci so that Ci ≥ 0, p12 + Ci

∑n
j=1 Iij

Ni
≤ 1 and p22 +

Ci

∑n
j=1 Iij

Ni
≤ 1 . This implies that in general, the parameter Ci has the following

range:

Ci ∈
[
0, Cmax

i ], where Cmax
i := max

{(1− p12)Ni∑
j Iij

,
(1− p22)Ni∑

j Iij

}]

and

pinc ∈
[
0,max{1− p12, 1− p22}

]
.

Remark 1. Note that if Ci reaches its maximal value for city i, then the tran-

sition matrix will be T Si :=
( 0 0

1 1

)
, which is the state where all workers

stay home the next day (state of emergency for local economy).

2. If pinc equals its maximal value for a given disease, then every infected person

misses work the next day.

Last but not least, TRi = T represents the recovered workers who revert to the

transition matrix before infection.
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We apply these transition matrices to each compartment of city i in order to

derive the initial conditions of the SIR system below, given by the system (2),

where now we keep track of each compartment of the city’s population, as well

as of the infection impact terms, which include contact rates κi, transmission

probabilities βi, βj, i 6= j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} and recovery rate γ):

Cityi :=



dSii
dt

= −
n∑
k=1

κiβi
SiiIki
Ni

+ µ(Ni − Sii)

dSij
dt

= −
n∑
k=1

κiβj
SijIkj
Nj

+ µ(Ni − Sij)

dIii
dt

=
n∑
k=1

κiβi
SiiIki
Ni

− (γ + µ)Iii

dIij
dt

=
n∑
k=1

κjβj
SijIkj
Nj

− (γ + µ)Ijj

dRii

dt
= γIii − µRii

dRij

dt
= γIij − µRij

(5)

Under the following constraints:



Y (t) = Y (0) for each t from 6am to 5pm (so it is constant)∑n
j=1

(
Sij(t) + Iij(t) +Rij(t)

)
= Ni − (Y S

i (t) + Y I
i (t) + Y R

i (t)), ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n}

Sij(t) ≥ 0, Iij(t) ≥ 0, Rij(t) ≥ 0, ∀i, j ∈ {1, ..., n}∑
j 6=i Sij(t) ≤ αi(X

S
i (0));

∑
j 6=i Iij(t) ≤ αi(X

I
i (0))

∑
j 6=iRij(t) ≤ αi(X

R
i (0)),

(6)
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where (Xq
i (0), Y q

i (0)) are given by the use of transition matrices above as:

(
qi(0), 0

)
T qi =

(
Xq
i (0), Y q

i (0)

)
, where q ∈ {S, I, R}, i ∈ {1, ..., n} (7)

There are important remarks to be made at this point, regarding system (5):

1. We do not model the time interval from the moment that workers come home

to the next morning’s decision in this model.

2. We do not model the workers who stay home during a day, as in general they

are assumed to keep themselves at home, rather than out in the cities.

3. We assume that αiX
S
i (0) are likely to work in city i per day, where 0 signifies

the beginning of each work day;

4. αiX
S
i (0) is used as the initial condition Sii(0) of equation 1 in system (5)

above.

5. Furthermore, (1 − αi)XS
i (0) are likely to commute from city i to work in a

different city per day;

6. (1 − αi)XS
i (0) is used as Sij(0), j 6= i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} in equation 2 of system

(5) above.

7. The same explanation as in items 5, 6 above applies to the last two flow

constraints of (6).

The assumptions above are simplifications of the overall transmission of disease

process throughout the region. Specifically, the fact that we do not model the

progression of infection between the end of work day to next morning is a such
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a simplification. This can be addressed in an extension of the model where one

can either reformulate the SIR dynamics while workers are at home, or assume

an overall progression of the infection in the entire population (workers and non-

workers, students, children, seniors etc), and apply that progression in the infected

numbers every morning.

Assumptions 4 and 5 are realistic for the working population we focus on; the

numbers of commuters from one city to another tends to be fairly constant within a

seasonal bout of influenza (October to March/April). Evidently, if the population

modelled is changed to include not only commuters, but also occasional travelers,

then the constraints imposed on the SIR in formulae 6 will change.

3.3 Cost of absenteeism in the local economy

The questions we would like to investigate in this paper, based on the above

presented model, follow two main ideas. The first regards investigating the hybrid

model in two hypothetic cases of pandemics, drawn from R0 values of Table 3.1,

i.e. the case of H1N1-like pandemic (R0 = 1.63) and the case of the Spanish flu

pandemic (R0 = 4).

Table 3.1: Pandemic values used for R0

Infection type R0 γ κ1 κ2
Spanish flu [5, 32] [2.4, 4.3] 1/8 10 17

H1N1 (2009, Canada [3]) 1.6-1.7 1/8 10 17

We used [28] to derive values of contact rates between workers (κ1, κ2) and we

used an infectiousness period of 8 days to derive the recovery rate γ. Finally, we
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used βi = R0γ
κi

for the transmission probabilities.

Specifically, we conduct sensitivity analyses on the parameters pinc and C1, C2

in the above pandemic scenarios. We then discuss the effects of varying values of

C := C1 = C2 on the level of infection in the populations of each city.

The second idea is to estimate the loss of productivity per work day (LPD).

Thus, we divide the annual average salary of the local economy over the number of

work days in a year (253 days out of 365). Given that people who go to work while

infected are known to have a reduced productivity (by a factor of half [12, 21]),

we can further infer the loss in productivity (which is otherwise known as the cost

of presenteeism) for the local economy.

Further, we derive, in all instances, values of C1, C2 which achieve the minimal

loss of productivity in the local economy, given a pandemic type and specific values

of pinc.

3.4 Two cities local economy scenario

We illustrate our model on a two city example, where the population data is given

below, and where the disease data is as in Section 3.3:
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Table 3.2: Parameters used in the example of two cities.

Parameter Notation Value/Range
Population of workers city 1 N1 30,000
Population of workers city 2 N2 50,000

Prob. of staying away due infection pinc [0,1]
Sensitivity to infected fraction Ii/Ni Ci [0, Cmax

i ], i ∈ {1, 2}
Initial % of susceptible Si(0) 0.98Ni, i ∈ {1, 2}
Initial % of Infective Ii(0) 0.01Ni, i ∈ {1, 2}

Initial % of Recovered Ri(0) 0.01Ni, i ∈ {1, 2}
Number of days for disease Ndays [120,300]

Working hours(including travel time) Tmax 10hrs/day

Remark We developed the code for the scenarios below in Matlab 2012 and ran

it on desktops with Intel-Core I5 4-quad processors. Each scenario was resolved

in under 5 minutes on one machine. We implemented a projection-type algorithm

to simulate the solutions of the projected SIR system in continuous time (other

possibilities to code this part can be found in [22]). The code can be extended to

simulate any number of cities/locations; however, we focused here on two locations

for the ease of presentation. We have not investigated the possibility of parallelizing

our code.

Experiment 1. In order to illustrate our first experiment, we run a simulation

in our two cities local economy as a function of time [0, 120work days], where we

take pinc = 0 (i.e., no one is incapacitated enough by infection to motivate missing

work), and where the susceptible population is not influenced at all by the presence

of infection (C1 = C2 = 0). We also assume that the pandemic in this instance

has R0 = 1.63.
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The results of the simulations are presented in Figure 3.1 below. We see that

there is no absenteeism due to infection; however, there are infected people going

to work every day, thus leading to a cumulative cost of presenteeism in the local

economy of approximately $75million (lower right panel).
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Figure 3.1: Figures representing results of Experiment 1; for R0 = 1.63

When R0 = 4, a more dramatic cost of presenteeism takes place, as shown

in Figure 3.2 (approx. 10 × 107 $), where in general there are more infected

individuals, which leads to a higher loss of productivity, while no absenteeism

takes place.
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Figure 3.2: Figures representing results of Experiment 1; for R0 = 4

Experiment 2. Next we look at the effect of changes in the probability of

becoming incapacitated by infection pinc ∈ [0, 1]. We present two distinct scenarios,

pinc = 0.25 and pinc = 0.75 in a population where susceptibles are not influenced

by the presence of infection, i.e., C1 = C2 = 0. We see that larger values of pinc

result in a delay of the infectious wave (see Figure 3.3 below with R0 = 1.63 -left

panels, respectively R0 = 4 for right panels) and where the number of work days

for a simulation run is increased to 300, to cover the actual peak of infection.

Clearly the absenteeism here is due to infected individuals being incapacitated

to the point of staying home. The effects of an increase in pinc in a pandemic similar

to H1N1 will lead to further loss of productivity in the economy (from absenteeism)

adding to the cost of presenteeism already highlighted in Experiment 1, coupled

with a longer (delayed) pandemic wave.

An increase in the values of pinc for a more severe pandemic such as the Spanish

flu (Figure 3.3 right panels) leads to higher costs, but an interesting infection peak

profile, where there is an initial larger peak, and a subsequent much smaller one.
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Figure 3.3: Figures represent the results for Experiment 2 when pinc = 0.25 and
R0 = 1.63 & R0 = 1.63
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In Figure 3.4 we see that for values of pinc = 0.75, the pandemic wave is very

delayed, so much so that it takes 300 work days to reach its peak (left panels,

R0 = 1.63), while for R0 = 4 case (right panels) the costs increase, but the peak

is reached much earlier. These results take place due to the fact that a lower R0

leads to a slower growth of the I compartment, thus the pandemic wave is slower.

However, not allowing any susceptible to miss work leads to high infected numbers

and high economic costs in all cases in this experiment.

Experiment 3. Clearly the scenarios simulated so far do not allow absen-

teeism among susceptible individuals. Therefore next we investigate the effects of

the sensitivity to infection levels parameter C, considering it first the same in all

locations: C1 = C2 ∈ [0, Cmax], where in general we think of C > 0 as modelling a

population with a certain degree of sensitivity to infection levels. We run an exper-

iment where we set pinc = 0.25, R0 = 1.63 and we plot the cumulative absenteeism

in each city over 300 work days, as well as the cumulative infected individuals who

choose to go to work every day, after the same number of 300 work days. We see

that as C increases beyond 0 (see Figure 3.5 and 3.6) the proportion of Infected

who go to work decreases slightly, but the proportion of people staying home in-

creases much more rapidly with the increase of C values. This is consistent with

our interpretation of the parameter C as a fear of infection factor. Consequently,

the economic cost is monotonically increasing with C, for both types of pandemic.

Thus is these cases, compared with Experiment 2 for instance, we see that the

minimal cost to the economy is when C = 0.1 Last but not least, we note that

the values of Cmax from Table 3.2 were found numerically to be Cmax ≈ 35 for

1Note that the end values of the cost in Figure 3.3 lowest panels, are the same as the initial
values on the graphs in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 right panels, adjusted for the cumulative scale.
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Figure 3.4: Figures represent the results for Experiment 2 when pinc = 0.75 and
R0 = 1.63 & R0 = 1.63
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R0 = 1.63 (Figure 3.5), respectively Cmax ≈ 13 for R0 = 4 (Figure 3.6). Recall

Cmax is such that no susceptible goes to work anymore (state of emergency).
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Figure 3.5: Results for Experiment 3 when pinc = 0.25, R0 = 1.63
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Figure 3.6: Results for Experiment 3 when pinc = 0.25, R0 = 4

Experiment 4. Here we present a two parameter sensitivity analysis for our

local economy example. We allow C1 6= C2 ∈ [0, γ], such that C2 = γ − C1

where γ ∈ {5, 9} respectively and where pinc = 0.25. Note that when C1 = 4.5,

respectively C1 = 2.5 we regain the cases where C1 = C2.
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We plot the fractions of cumulative absents throughout the 300 work days, and

the fraction of infected individuals who decided to go to work throughout the time

window simulated (Figure 3.7 and 3.8) below. We run the same analysis for two

types of infection, one for R0 = 1.63 (Figure 3.7) and the second one for R0 = 4

(Figure 3.8). We see that in these cases, there are positive values of C1 and/or

of C2 which give a minimal cost on economy for loss of productivity. Specifically

(Figure 3.7) we see that for C1 = 5, respectively 9 and C2 = 0 the cost to the

economy is minimal, for a pandemic such as H1N1. However, higher values of C1

will lead to higher cost.

Alternatively (Figure 3.8) we see that for values of C1 = 4, C2 = 1, respectively

C1 = 8, C2 = 1 the cost to the economy is minimal. Similarly, higher values of C1

will lead to higher cost.

3.5 Conclusions and future work

The scenario analysis conducted in the paper leads us to a couple of general and

interesting conclusions. The first is that, of course, absenteeism costs the local

economy, and even in its absence (which is only hypothetically possible), there is

loss of productivity in the economy due to presenteeism.

The second conclusion is that while allowing for people to miss work (with

various degrees of concern for a potential pandemic infection) leads to loss of

productivity, this loss needs to be compared, in further analyses, with savings

incurred by having a lower percentage of infected in the work force (and in the

population at large). The savings consist of more productivity (more individuals

are healthy at work) and a reduction in health care costs.
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Figure 3.7: Results for Experiment 4 when pinc = 0.25, C1 ∈ [0, γ], C2 = γ − C1,
γ ∈ {5, 9}, R0 = 1.63

It is interesting to see that heterogeneity in the local population, from the

perspective of how sensitive different cities are to their local levels of infection, leads

to the emergence of clear positive C-values that lead to a minimal economic cost

in the presence of different types of pandemics. Taking the results of Experiment

4 further, it seems that there is a benefit in having the two working populations in

the two cities perceive the fear of being infected differently. This suggests that a

local policy of “staying at home” from work during a pandemic could be applied,

heterogeneously, in different urban areas, with an overall positive result of lowering

infected proportions and achieving a minimal economic impact.
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Figure 3.8: pinc = 0.25, C1 ∈ [0, γ], C2 = γ − C1, γ ∈ {5, 9}, R0 = 4

As future directions, we plan to extend this model to capture the evolution of

the pandemic during non-working hours, once the workers come home. Once this

extension is achieved, the results above, especially those of Experiment 4, will be

investigated further to understand the possible shapes of the cost functions arising.

Last but not least, a scenario with more than two cities would be interesting to

develop and explore, so as to expand on the significance of heterogeneity in fear

levels of infection among various locations.
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3.6 Appendix - computational method

In this section we give a brief outline of our implementation of the numerical

simulations of the projected SIR system described in detail in Section 3.

We implemented our code in Matlab 2012 and we wrote original code to ap-

proximate numerical solutions to equations given by system (5). We approximate

10 hours of each day, for a maximum number of T = 120 or T = 300 days, as

seen in the graphs of Section 4. For ease of presentation, we assume here that the

transition matrices from (4) are fixed, i.e., C1, C2, pinc are fixed parameter values.

1. Step 0 We initialize the total population numbers in each city N1, N2, the

data for the disease µ, γ, β, S(0), I(0), R(0), k1, k2, and the transition matri-

ces (4) containing C, pinc as parameters. We also initialize the total number

of work days simulated, T , as well as the commuter percentages α1, α2.

2. Step k ∈ [0, T ]: This part has 3 distinctive substeps:

a) beginning of work day data:

• Let the initial distribution vectors (XSki (0), Y Ski (0)), (XIki (0), Y Iki (0)),

and (XRk
i (0), Y Rk

i (0)) denote people going to work vs. staying home

in each group S, I and R, in each city i ∈ {1, 2}. Using the transition

matrices (4) as in relations (7) we deduce the numbers of people going

to work from each city, and each group S, I and R;

• We then apply the commuter percentages to determine the numbers of

commuters from each city i at beginning of day k in each group, i.e.,

(1−αi)XSki (0), (1−αi)XIki (0) and (1−αi)XRk
i (0); these then become

the initial conditions of system (5) in beginning of day k;
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b) while at work:

• We simulate the approximate trajectories of the projected system (5) for

100 time steps to represent approximately 10 hrs work day (including

commute time);

• Denoting our 12-dim variables generically as:

x := (S11, I11, R11, S12, I12, R12, S22, I22, R22, S21, I21, R21); from an ini-

tial point x(0) as above, we compute:

xi+1 := PK(xi + δF (xi)), where i ∈ {0, ..., 100}, δ := 0.1,

F is the righthand side of (5) and K := R12 ∩ {All conditions in (6)}.

• The value of the time step δ = 0.1, as well as the convergence of the

approximate solution xi(t) from the step above, follow from the exis-

tence proof for solutions of projected systems with a Lipschitz right-

hand side detailed in [6]; since F is L-continuous, if we denote by b its

L-continuous constant, then we can assert that there exist approximate

solutions of (5) on any interval of length l ≥ 1
1+b

(see [6]), thus taking

a desired number of steps to be denoted by steps, we obtain that the

points xi+1 := PK(xi + δF (xi)) with δ = l
steps

form, by interpolation,

an approximate trajectory of (5).

• The computation of the projection operator at each intermediate xi is

done modelling the PK(xi + F (xi)) as a minimization of the square of

the Euclidean distance problem from the point xi + F (xi) ∈ R12 to a

point in K; we used a Matlab built-in function for this minimization
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problem (in the Optimization Toolbox).

c) end of work day data:

• At end of day k, we recombine each city’s population that went to work

in day k, in their respective subgroups (S, I and R) as follows:

XSki (10hrs) = (S11(10hrs)+S12(10hrs);XIki = I11(10hrs)+I12(10hrs);

XRk
i = R11(10hrs) +R12(10hrs);

(Y Ski , Y I
k
i , Y R

k
i ) := {those who stayed home in morning of day k =

stayed home after 10hrs}.

• The vectors (XSki (10hrs), Y Ski (10hrs)), (XIki (10hrs), Y Iki (10hrs)) and

(XRk
i (10hrs), Y Rk

i (10hrs)) are used in morning of next day in Step 2,

part a).

3. Repeat Step 2 until k = T days initialized in Step 0. Then STOP.

When we studied the 1-dimensional variations of parameters pinc and C, we ran a

block of code as described above for each value of the parameter under considera-

tion.
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Abstract

Vaccination has become an integrated part of public health, since an increase in

overall vaccination in a given population contributes to a decline in infectious dis-

eases and mortality. Vaccination also contributes to a lower rate of infection even

for nonvaccinators due to herd immunity ([3]). In this work we model human

decision-making (with respect to a vaccination program in a single-payer health

care provider country) using a leader-follower game framework. We then extend

our model to a discrete dynamic game, where time passing is modelled by risk per-

ception changes among population groups considering whether or not to vaccinate.

The risk perception changes are encapsulated by probability transition matrices.

We consider that the single-payer provider has a given fixed budget which would

allow for a potential vaccine coverage of less that 100% of the population. To

increase the potential coverage, we introduce a copay policy option, whereby an

individual in a largely vaccine inclined population would pay a small portion of the

vaccine price. At the other end, we study an incentive policy, where the budget

is used to partially entice individuals to vaccinate; we study this policy in a pop-

ulation where the majority of individuals are not vaccine inclined. Last but not

least, we allow both policies to be introduced in a population stratified by their

risk perceptions as well as by their income.



We see how these policies, together with changes in risk perceptions impact

the equilibrium vaccinating decisions of individuals in each group, the potential

coverage under budgetary constraints and, ultimately, how it impacts the overall

coverage of the vaccine in the entire population. While a copay option on its own

seems detrimental to the overall expected vaccine demand, an incentive policy can

work to improve vaccine uptake. When further stratified by income, population

groups in differing risk perception groups can be subjected to the co-existence of

the two policies (copay/incentive) which leads to optimal solutions for both the

single-payer provider, and the population’s expected vaccine coverage.



4.1 Introduction

Vaccination stimulates the immune system to build a defense against communica-

ble diseases such as diphtheria, pertussis, measles, tetanus, polio and tuberculosis

([23]). Every year millions of children around the globe are saved from these dis-

eases because of immunization ([1]). In the past, smallpox has been wiped out

(except for laboratory stores of the virus kept by the US and the possibly other

countries); there is a current active campaign to wipe out polio, as well as signif-

icantly lessened the number of cases of measles, diphtheria, pertussis, etc. Even

though these vaccines are effective, personal beliefs about them vary. Parental

knowledge, belief, and attitudes towards immunization are studied in population

health and epidemiological models to draw conclusions about individuals’ possi-

ble vaccinating decisions ([13]). In previous works (see [6, 8] and the references

therein), the authors used game theory to study the dynamics of potential vac-

cinating decisions in a population consisting of distinct groups of parents, where

each group has different perceptions of vaccine and disease risks. These models

discussed the cumulative effect of the groups’ decisions on the coverage of vaccine,

and the decisions studied were all from the population point of view. In this pa-

per we investigate the decision-making of population groups as dependent on the

existence (or introduction) of an immunization program run under a single-payer

health care provider (such as Canada) for a hypothetical new vaccine (such as for

instance a potential norovirus vaccine). For this purpose, our problem is modeled

as a Stackelberg game (also known as a Leader-Follower game). The Stackelberg

game has been used in epidemiology. For instance it has been used in studying op-

timal vaccine choices as in [19] or in studying competition over epidemic networks
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within a game-theoretic framework [25].

The Nash equilibrium concept provides a noncooperative equilibrium solution

for nonzero-sum games when no single player’s decision weighs more than others’.

In a Nash game, players react optimally with the assumption that other players’

strategies remain unchanged. There are noncooperative decision problems where

one of the players can enforce their strategy on the other player(s), and for such

decision problems, one has to introduce a different equilibrium concept known as

a Stackelberg 1 equilibrium [4]. Examples of Stackelberg games can be found in

a vast number of references (see for instance [11], [12],[4] and references therein).

A Stackelberg game has a distinct player (usually called the “leader”) who can

anticipate the actions of the others (called “followers”) and use this knowledge in

selecting an optimal strategy [15]. Here the followers’ strategies depend on the

particular strategy of the leader. In general, the followers behave according to

the Nash non-cooperative principle. In the Stackelberg game, a leader is stronger

than the followers because he/she is allowed to anticipate the reaction of followers

and select his/her strategy. If the leader loses the benefit of predicting the fol-

lowers’ actions, the Stackelberg game is reduced to the regular Nash game. The

Stackelberg game is a sequential game, where the leader chooses an action before

the others choose theirs. Importantly, the followers must have some information

about the leader’s choice. Otherwise, the difference in time would have no strate-

gic effect. To find the Nash equilibrium for this game, backward induction is used

to analyze the decisions of the followers. There are some variations of this game.

If all players are followers, then it is called the Cournot game where decisions are

simultaneous. If all players in this game believe themselves to be the leader, then

1German economist Heinrich Stackelberg formulated this model in 1934.
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none will be successful at following the above strategy. In this case, it will become

a leader-leader game, and it will lead to a Stackelberg disequilibrium.

The Stackelberg game has been used in the literature for modelling vaccine de-

signs [20]. In [22], it is posited that the gap should be reduced between immuniza-

tion and its affordability to increase vaccine coverage in a population. One of the

important tasks, as voted in the Second National Immunization Congress 2010, was

to “Eliminate cost as a barrier to entry for providers to become immunizers”[22].

In [16], the authors discussed the impact of conditional cash transfer programs

on immunization coverage in low- and middle-income countries. With all these

studies in mind, we model expected vaccination decisions of groups of individuals

in countries where a single-payer health care provider is present and incorporate

the policies of copay and/or incentive to reduce the gap between immunization

coverage and its affordability.

In countries where a single-payer health care provider is present, new vaccines

are considered to be adopted under the single-payer health insurance program.

This adoption depends on many factors, for instance, the cost of the program and

its expected coverage, if approved. We explore the possible benefits of a mixed

stage, i.e., we allow the single-payer program to adopt and fund a portion of a

new vaccine cost from public sources. In this scenario, individuals have to pay

some fraction of the price per dose on their own. The single-payer provider acts as

the leader in this model and wishes to minimize the difference (gap) between the

possible coverage available under a fixed budget and the expected overall optimal

coverage in the population. Population groups, differing by perceptions (of vaccine

and infection risks) and income, act as the followers. Individuals do not have direct

knowledge of budget costs of the leader, but they have knowledge of the copay
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being introduced by the leader, and take this into consideration in their expected

payoffs.

By modelling the Leader-follower game we investigate the copay option in coun-

tries where the majority of the population is vaccine inclined. We then modify

the model to a second scenario where the copay is negative (i.e., it is an incentive

paid by the leader) in countries where the vaccine inclined population fraction is a

minority. Finally, we further expand our model to a population where groups are

differentiated not only by their vaccine attitudes but also by their income levels.

We then explore a third scenario where a copay is required from higher income

groups, and an incentive is given to lower income groups.

The structure of the paper is as follows: in Section 4.2 we give a brief description

of the Nash vaccination game as in[6, 5]. In Section 4.3, we introduce the Leader-

follower model for the single-payer health provider. Section 4.4 describes the results

that individuals’ perceptions of risks, both towards the vaccine and towards the

consequences of getting the infection, may change over time. Our last section 4.5

presents the case where the population is divided into groups by considering their

risk perception as well as income level. In this section, we investigate the combined

effect of copay and incentive given to the groups at the same time. We close with

conclusions and some remarks on future work.

4.2 Nash vaccination games

In general, a multiplayer game involves a finite number of players, denoted here by

n > 0. A generic player i ∈ {1, ..., n} is thought to have a strategy set Si ⊂ Rni ,

whose strategies are vectors xi ∈ Si, and a payoff function ui : K → R, where we
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denote by K := S1× ...×Sn. A Nash equilibrium of a multiplayer game is defined

as follows:

Definition 20 Assume each player is rational and wants to maximize their payoff

function ui : K → R. Then a Nash equilibrium is a vector x∗ ∈ K := S1× ...×Sn

which satisfies the inequalities:

∀i, ui(x∗i , x∗−i) ≥ ui(xi, x
∗
−i), ∀xi ∈ Si

where x−i := (x1, ..., xi−1, xi+1, ..., xn).

In general, the definition of a Leader-Follower game can be given as follows (we

assume k followers):

Definition 21 Let f : C ×K → R be the objective function of the leader, usually

with good continuity and convexity properties ( see for instance [17]) and C ∈ Rn

a closed, convex set as the leader’s strategy set. The leader’s problem is then:

min
y∈C

f(y, x∗)

s. t. g(y) ≤ 0→ Leader’s own constraints,

where given a fixed y ∈ C, x∗ is a Nash equilibrium of the followers problem:

∀i ∈ {1, ..., k}, ui(y, x∗i , x∗−i) ≥ ui(y, xi, x
∗
−i), ∀xi ∈ Si,

where x−i := (x1, ..., xi−1, xi+1, ..., xn).

In [6, 5], the authors presented a pure Nash vaccinating game played by cohorts of

parents of babies who consider whether or not to vaccinate their offspring against
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pediatric diseases such as measles, mumps, rubella, polio, etc. The game proposed

is played among a finite number of groups of parents (i ∈ {1, ..., k}) where parents

in a group are considered to share common perceptions of the risk of vaccinating

their offspring, as well as the risk of not treating. The game was further extended

into a generalized Nash game in [9] and placed in a dynamic context in [7]. None

of the works, however, accounted for the other decision maker acting in countries

with single-payer health programs (for instance Canada), namely the budgetary

conditions under which a new vaccine is considered to be introduced to the market.

In this paper, we present the perspective of the single-payer health provider, along

with a model of population groups contemplating whether to vaccinate or not.

In all the earlier models, the authors considered a finite number k > 1 of

population groups, each group representing a fixed proportion εi ∈ (0, 1) in the

population (thus
∑k

i=1 εi = 1); they considered the population to be fixed (N).

The population groups are differentiated by their risk perceptions towards the

adverse effects of the vaccine, and the risk of dying from the infection.

In general, each group has two pure strategies (0=not vaccinate and 1=vacci-

nate), and their mixed strategy given by their probability of vaccinating is denoted

by Pi ∈ [0, 1]2. The vaccine coverage in the population is considered to be (ex-

cluding time lags between vaccination and uptake of the vaccine) p =
∑k

i=1 εiPi.

Each group is given a utility of vaccinating, defined as:

ui(p, P ) = −rivPi − riinfπip(1− Pi),
2In the notation of Definition 20, ni = 1 for all i, and Si = [0, 1] for all i.
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where by riv we denote the perceived probability of significant complications due

to vaccination, by riinf we denote the perceived probability of significant morbidity

upon infection and by πp we denote the perceived probability of becoming infected

given that a proportion p of the population is vaccinated; P is the probability of

vaccination as discussed above. The overall perceived probability of experiencing

significant morbidity because of not vaccinating is thus riinfπp. We denote by

ri :=
riv
riinf

the relative perceived risk of vaccination versus infection. Then ui is

expressed as: ui(p, P ) = −riPi − πip(1 − Pi). It is assumed that all individuals

within a group share a common assessment of the risks involved with vaccination

and infection, ri, and of the probability of becoming infected, πip. In [6], the

infection probabilities were all equal across the groups, i.e. πip :=
b

a+ p
for all

i ∈ {1, ..., k}, whereas in [5] the authors assume these are group dependent and

distinct among groups: πip(p) = ea
ip, ai ∈ [1, 10]. In this paper we use

πip :=
b

a+ p
, for all i ∈ {1, ..., k}.

For the definitions of parameters a and b, we refer the readers to [6] and [5].

4.3 New vaccines and copay - a Leader-Follower

game

In this section, we model expected vaccination decisions of groups of individuals as

presented in Section 4.2, but in countries where a single-payer health care provider

is present. In such cases, new vaccines are considered to be adopted under the

single-payer health insurance program depending on many factors, two of which
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being the cost of the program and its expected coverage, if adopted. Generally,

in a country such as Canada, vaccines are either approved in the immunization

schedules and thus paid for from provincial and federal health budgets, or not

adopted, in which case the individual has to support the cost of the treatment on

their own.

In this paper we explore the possible benefits of a mixed stage. We allow the

single-payer program to adopt and fund a portion of a new vaccine cost from public

sources, while individuals have to pay some fraction of the price per dose, which

is typically called a copay, on their own. Let us assume the copay is a fraction of

the cost of the new vaccine, and for simplicity, we denote it by δ ∈ (0, 1).

Assume that we have a Leader (such as Public Health Canada) who wants

to optimize the difference between the possible treatment coverage under a fixed

budget B, and the expected optimal vaccine coverage of the followers (population

groups) who are offered the new vaccine with a copay attached. In this case, the

Leader’s problem is:

min
δ∈[0,1]

Gap(P , δ) :=
∣∣∣ B

(1− δ)price ·N
−
(
ε1P1(δ) + ε2P2(δ) + ...+ εkPk(δ)

)∣∣∣ (1)

and the followers problem is:

 s.t.
max [ui(P , p, δ) = −(ri + ciδ)Pi(δ)− πp(1− Pi(δ))],

Pi(δ) ∈ [0, 1], ∀i ∈ {1, .., k}
, (2)

where ci > 0 is the group i’s sensitivity to the copay δ. Note that we implicitly

have 0 ≤ ε1P1(δ) + ε2P2(δ) + ....+ εkPk(δ) ≤ 1 for any value of δ.

In order to solve the Leader’s problem as defined in (1) we start by solving the
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followers’ problem defined in (2), which is the Nash game Definition (20) where

now the expected utilities depend on the copay δ and the individuals’ perception

of the copay ci. We know (see [6]) that Nash equilibrium vaccination strategies

exist and are unique for the followers’ game (2) for any fixed value of δ and ci.

Clearly, here the Nash equilibrium strategies (P ∗1 , ..., P
∗
k ) = (P ∗1 (δ), ..., P ∗k (δ)) will

depend on δ, but are unique for each value of δ. This means that the function

Gap, evaluated at the equilibrium strategies (P ∗1 (δ), ..., P ∗k (δ)) will be given by

Gap(P ∗, δ) :=
∣∣∣ B

(1− δ)price ·N
−
(
ε1P

∗
1 (δ) + ε2P

∗
2 (δ) + ...+ εkP

∗
k (δ)

)∣∣∣,
whose optimal value should be Gap(P ∗, δ) = 0. This means that for a value of

the budget B, the equilibrium coverage is given by a value δ∗ ∈ [0, 1] so that

Gap(P ∗, p∗) = 0, i.e.,

B =
(
ε1P

∗
1 (δ∗) + ε2P

∗
2 (δ∗) + ...+ εkP

∗
k (δ∗)

)
(1− δ∗)price ·N.

In our simulations and discussions below we often plot the function

TrueGap(P ∗, δ)) :=
B

(1− δ)price ·N
−
(
ε1P

∗
1 (δ) + ε2P

∗
2 (δ) + ...+ εkP

∗
k (δ)

)

to clearly show the sign difference between the possible coverage given by a budget

B and the optimal coverage of followers p∗ = ε1P
∗
1 (δ) + ε2P

∗
2 (δ) + ...+ εkP

∗
k (δ).

In our examples we assume that the Leader considers the adoption of a prophy-

lactic treatment (vaccine) against an infectious disease of strength comparable to

measles (thus we choose a = 0.1, b = 0.09). We consider three population groups,

differentiated by their relative risk values and their probability of infection values.
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In general, we pick a value of r3 = 0.01 for the reference behaviour, representing a

situation where there is a significant level of trust in vaccination in group 3, and

the disease is thought to be 100 times more dangerous than becoming vaccinated

(the actual value is much higher for most vaccine-preventable infections, but r3 is

a perceived relative risk, not an actual relative risk). In essence, the relation be-

tween the relative risk ri and πip in a group i ∈ {1, 2, 3} comes from an assumption

we make for the model, namely, that lower values of the perceived probability of

infection in a group correspond in general to larger values of the perceived relative

risk: individuals who think having the disease is less dangerous may also believe

that their risk of becoming infected is lower. In the other groups with variable

behaviour, we assume that r1 = 10r3 and r2 = 100r3. We call group 3 vaccine

inclined, group 1 undecided and group 2 vaccine adverse. We keep these values

throughout the examples in Sections 4.2 and 4.4 in this paper.

We first assume the following constant values of copay sensitivities: c1 = 1, c2 =

2, c3 = 0. For a fixed population N = 39 × 104 divided into fractions of ε1 =

0.35; ε2 = 0.01; ε3 = 1 − ε1 − ε2 = 0.64, a price = $20 per dose and a copay

δ ∈ (0, 0.25], we show below in Figure 4.1 the Nash vaccinating strategies of each

of the three population groups and the expected overall coverage.
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Figure 4.1: Left Panel: Nash strategies (P ∗1 (δ), P ∗2 (δ), P ∗3 (δ)) versus copay δ. We
observe a change in the strategy of Undecided group with the introduction of
copay. The change started when 3% copay is introduced and it get stable at 7%.

Right Panel: Overall coverage p∗ =
3∑
i=1

εiP
∗
i (δ) versus copay δ.

As a further illustration, assume for instance that the single-payer provider

allocates B = 4.667 million dollars for the vaccine in our case. This budget allows

for a potential of B
(1−δ)price number of doses being available for the entire population

for each δ ∈ [0, 0.25], leading to a potential vaccine coverage of B
(1−δ)price·N . We can

then compute the values of the leader’s objective function Gap(P ∗, δ) against the

expected coverage given by the Nash strategies of the population groups. We see

that (Figure 4.2 left panel) for a value of δ∗ = 0.09, the budget B = 4.667 millions

gives rise to a coverage of 4.667·106
(1−0.09)·20·3.9·105 = 0.658 which matches the expected

coverage value of

ε1P
∗
1 + ε2P

∗
2 + ε3P

∗
3 = 0.35 · 0.05334 + 0.01 · 0 + 0.64 · 0.9997 = 0.658.
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Figure 4.2: Left Panel: Leader problem as function of copay δ when B = $4.667×
106. Right Panel: Leader problem as function of copay δ, when B = $6× 106

For a higher budget, the value of δ∗ may change. If we let now B = $6 ×

106 (Figure 4.2 right panel), for a value of δ∗ = 0.02, we obtain a coverage of

6·106
(1−0.02)·20·3.9·105 which matches the expected coverage value of 0.785.

We note here that budget costs B so that B
price·N ≥ 1 are not of interest to this

paper, as these are the most fortunate cases: no copay is needed to help with the

availability of treatment. However, there may be cases where the available budget

does not meet the expected demand, which signals the shortage of availability

of treatment throughout the population, even with the introduction of a copay

option. In these cases, the optimal δ∗ value is the largest possible copay. To

illustrate this example, assume B = $2 × 106. We obtain δ∗ = 0.25 as shown in

Figure 4.3:
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Figure 4.3: Leader problem as function of copay when B = $2 millions

In all these cases, we see that finding the optimal δ∗ value for the Leader’s prob-

lem results in optimal vaccination coverage in the followers’ population, though

the potential coverage decreased to 66% from the initial coverage of 80%. Thus,

in these cases, a copay policy in a majority vaccination friendly population would

only hinder the population’s well-being.

4.4 Risk perceptions change over time

In this section we consider the fact that individuals’ perceptions of risks, both

towards the vaccine and towards consequences of getting the infection, may change

over time. Here we consider a finite number of discrete time steps, generally

denoted by the time division η := {0 ≤ t1 ≤ ... ≤ tm ≤ ... ≤ T} of a finite

time interval [0, T ], and we continue to assume that the population is divided

into three groups with relative risk perceptions as discussed in Section 4.2. Each

average individual of a group i ∈ {1, 2, 3} has a probability of changing their

views on their relative risk perception ri at stage tm to a different perception rj,
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j ∈ {1, 2, 3} at stage tm+1. This assumption effectively means that the individual

has a probability of switching from group εi to group εj in one time step; let

us denote this transition probability Trij. Given probabilities Trij we build a

3× 3 square matrix Tr = [Trij], such that Tr is left stochastic with each column

summing up to 1.

To model the shift in risk perceptions in the population, we start with a vector

ε̄(t) = (ε1(t), ε2(t), ε3(t)) whose components are the distribution of people in groups

i ∈ {1, 2, 3} at stage t, where
∑3

k=1 εk(t) = 1 for any t ∈ η. The vector of the

population changes between tm and tm+1 is given by ¯ε(tm+1) = Tr · ε̄(tm).

To model the expected vaccination coverage under copay when the population’s

risk perceptions change over finite time intervals, we follow the steps below:

1. Start with the initial distribution of people in each group for the initial time

t0 = 0, ε̄(0) for t ∈ [0, t1);

2. Solve the Leader-follower game and obtain the Nash equilibrium strategies

and the δ∗ values (P ∗1 (δ∗, t), P ∗2 (δ∗, t), P ∗3 (δ∗, t)), t ∈ [0, t1).

3. Apply the transition matrix Tr · ¯ε(0) = ¯ε(t1) to compute the distribution of

people in each group at t1. Solve the game with the population group sizes

given by ε̄(t1).

4. Repeat Steps 2 & 3 by playing the vaccination game and updating the

Leader-follower equilibrium values.

5. STOP at tm = T .

For the purpose of this paper, we analyze the distribution of people by risk percep-

tions in each group for T = 15 years, t ∈ [0, 15], where one year is our uniform time
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step. We assume that each year risk perceptions may change, which in turn will

“move”individuals across the three groups. The variation in group sizes will then

change the expected utilities in each group, via the πp(t) = b
a+

∑
εi(t)Pi

. In general,

we think that a decrease in risk perceptions towards a vaccine can be attributed to

vaccination becoming more readily available or cheaper (when cost is involved), or

to increased awareness on the part of the public (for instance through the public

educational campaigns). An increase in the risk perception of a vaccine may be

attributed to vaccine scares, low efficacy, increase in cost and decrease in access,

etc. Our model now is formulated as follows:

min
δ∈[0,1]

Gap(P , δ, t) :=
∣∣∣ B

(1− δ)price ·N
−
(
ε1P1(δ, t) + ε2P2(δ, t) + ...+ εkPk(δ, t)

)∣∣∣
(3) s.t.

max [ui(P , p, δ, t) = −(ri + ciδ)Pi(δ, t)− πp(t)(1− Pi(δ, t))],

Pi(δ, t) ∈ [0, 1], ∀i ∈ {1, .., k}
(4)

and where ci > 0 is group i’s sensitivity to the copay δ.

The transition matrix used for this case is defined as follows:

Tr =

Und Adv Incl

Und

Adv

Inlc


q11 q12 q13

q21 q22 q23

q31 q32 q33


such that

3∑
i=1

qij = 1 ∀ j ∈ {1, 2, 3}

We use the same transition matrix in both of the cases discussed below.

In this section, we explore several examples of initial population distributions,

corresponding to infectious diseases of MMR strength, in countries where a single-

payer health care provider is active but where risk perceptions vary widely in the
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population. Our first case would be a 1st world country (such as Canada, U.K.)

where the population has a progressive attitude towards vaccines.

4.4.1 The Inclined group is a majority

Our first scenario assumes that the Inclined group is in the majority, i.e, ε3 ∈

[0.6, 0.8] whereas ε1, ε2 ∈ [0.1, 0.4]. Since new treatments are costly, and health

care budgets are always increasing, there is a constant demand to bring the cost

of health care within manageable margins. Our assumption here is that the single

payer may choose to look at the utility of introducing a copay option per vaccine

dose for a new treatment, to help offset the cost of its introduction and to help

increase its availability given a fixed budget. The copay is denoted here by δ,

and its value varies from [0, 0.25] × price per dose. We keep the risk perceptions

as in Section 4.3, i.e, r3 = 0.01, r1 = 10r3, r2 = 100r3. We also allow the risk

perceptions to change over time, as described in the following matrix:

Tr =

Und Adv Incl

Und

Adv

Incl


0.85 0.10 0.05

0.05 0.80 0.07

0.10 0.10 0.88


Matrix Tr holds the largest probabilities on the diagonal signifying that most

people stay within their beliefs, while all other off-diagonal probabilities are much

smaller. We consider the following initial distribution of population among the

three groups:
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Undecided ε1 Adverse ε2 Inclined ε3
0.1 0.3 0.6
0.2 0.2
0.3 0.1
0.1 0.2 0.7
0.2 0.1
0.1 0.1 0.8

Table 4.1: Table shows different distributions of population for Undecided and
Adverse groups when Inclined are in majority

Population N price $ Coverage Budget
1.96× 106 20 0.7 2.744× 107

Table 4.2: Fixed parameters used for case 1

The value of N here is the population of children age 0-4 (about 5.2% of the

total population) in Ontario, Canada [10]. Using price = $20, we set a budget

B that would amount to a possible coverage of B
price·N = 70%, while we take the

sensitivities to copay of each group to be c1 = 2, c2 = 3, c3 = 1. This distribution

of the population shows an overall decrease in coverage and excess expenses when

the copay is applied. Here the majority of the population, which is vaccine inclined,

change their perception over time. In this distribution, we have taken Inclined>

(Undecided,Adverse). We start first with reporting results in the case when Inclined

group ε3 = 0.7 whereas the Undecided group ε1 = 0.2 and Adverse group ε2 = 0.1.

See plots in Figure 4.4. From the graph of the TrueGap function in the upper

right panel of the figure, we observe that introducing a copay gives a set of points

that are optimal for the leader (we highlight t = 5, δ∗ = 0.03). However, at these

values, the expected coverage in the population is only 0.56, and is lower than

the maximal expected level of 70%. We see that both time and δ increases are
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beneficial for the leader and detrimental for expected coverage at followers level.

All distributions in Table [4.1] show the same qualitative behavior as in Figure

4.4, thus we have not included them in detail.
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Figure 4.4: Upper left panel: Shows the strategies of the three groups with respect
to time and copay δ. Upper right panel: The TrueGap function versus copay and
time. The optimal value is −0.11 on implementing δ∗ = 1% copay in the very first
year T = 1. Lower left panel: Overall coverage w.r.t copay and time. Lower right
panel: Change in group sizes over a period of 15 years.

4.4.2 The Inclined group is a minority

Our second case is from countries where the population perceives vaccination in a

less progressive way due to a variety of factors, such as: lack of education, personal

beliefs etc. Therefore risk perceptions related to vaccines and vaccination are

higher. Here we will explore a different policy, where δ becomes an incentive given
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to the entire population to encourage vaccination, thus decreasing the available

number of doses given by a fixed budget B. The model now becomes:

min
δ∈[0,1]

Gap(P , δ, t) :=
∣∣∣ B

(1 + δ)price ·N
−
(
ε1P1(δ, t) + ε2P2(δ, t) + ...+ εkPk(δ, t)

)∣∣∣
(5) s.t.

max [ui(P , p, δ, t) = −(ri − ciδ)Pi(δ, t)− πp(1− Pi(δ, t))],

Pi(δ, t) ∈ [0, 1], ∀i ∈ {1, .., k}
(6)

and where ci > 0 is the group i’s sensitivity to the incentive δ to vaccinate .

We look at the cases where the Inclined group is a minority compared to the

Adverse and Undecided groups, i.e. the Inclined group is ε3 ∈ [0.1, 0.4], whereas the

populations of Undecided and Adverse groups are ε1 + ε2 ∈ [0.6, 0.8]. We consider

the following initial distribution of population:

ε1 > ε2 ε3 ε1 < ε2 ε3
0.6 > 0.3 0.1 0.3 < 0.6 0.1
0.6 > 0.1 0.3 0.1 < 0.6 0.3
0.7 > 0.1 0.2 0.1 < 0.7 0.2
0.8 > 0.1 0.1 0.1 < 0.8 0.1
0.4 > 0.2 0.4 0.2 < 0.4 0.4

Table 4.3: Left panel of the table shows Undecided > Adverse with Inclined as
minority; Right panel of the table shows Undecided < Adverse with Inclined as
minority.

We take a particular example from third world countries, for instance South

Asian countries like Pakistan. The inspiration for this selection comes from [14]

where authors described certain factors that hinder the required coverage of vac-

cine. In these factors, one exclusive factor is “low immunization coverage”which

resulted in failure against vaccine preventable diseases. The overall population of

the country is about 1.94× 108 and the population of children (age 0-4) is about
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13.04% of the total3. The incentive δ could be thought of a monetary incentive

provided to an individual. The table below shows the parameters involved in our

simulations, where we consider a budget B that amounts to approximately 65%

coverage in the population and sensitivities to the incentive similar to the previous

ones c1 = 2, c2 = 3, c3 = 1:

Population N price $ Coverage Budget
2.5× 107 22.6 0.65 3.6725× 108

Table 4.4: Table shows the fixed parameters used as an example for running sim-
ulations.

The distribution of the population in all cases of Table 4.3 shows an overall

increase in the coverage and decrease in potential budget when the incentive option

is applied.

Undecided > Adverse

We look at the case when the Inclined group is ε3 = 0.1, whereas Undecided group

ε1 = 0.6 and Adverse group ε2 = 0.3. (see Figure 4.5 below.) From the graph of

the followers’ expected equilibrium strategies (where we graphed the strategies of

group 1 and group 3 only, as strategy of group 2 is always 0) we note that the

incentive works to increase the strategy P ∗1 for all t ∈ [0, 15]. In the lower right

panel of Figure 4.5, we see that the evolution of the population in risk perception

groups is significant. The Adverse group, which is in the majority, decreases over

time, whereas the Inclined group increases, thus showing overall growth in the

coverage of vaccine. The leader’s objective function, in the right upper panel of

3This is the approximate population and number of children between ages of 0-4 in Pakistan
[24].
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Figure 4.5: Upper left panel: Strategies of the three groups with respect to time
and incentive δ. Upper right panel: The TrueGap function over time and incentive
δ. The horizontal plane represents the optimal region for the leader and we see
that it is never reached; there is always a shortage with a budget B from Table
4.4. Lower left panel: Overall coverage with respect to incentive and time. Lower
right panel: Evolution of populations in the groups over a period of 15 years.

Figure 4.5, shows that the budget allocated for vaccinations in Table 4.4 is unable

to cover the expected equilibrium vaccine demand in the population. This means

that the leader problem does not reach an optimal solution, moreover, both time

and incentives worsen the leader’s situation, while they also both work to increase

the expected equilibrium coverage of followers.
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Undecided < Adverse

Another example, as illustrated in Figure 4.6, shows the distribution of population

with Inclined still a minority, i.e, ε3 = 0.1, while ε1 = 0.3 < ε2 = 0.6. For the

case shown in Figure 4.6, the upper right graph shows the actual leader TrueGap

function plotted over incentive and time. The TrueGap is optimal for lower values

of incentive and time and there is a curve of optimal points for the leader’s problem.

One specific optimal point for the leader’s problem can be found for δ∗ = 0.02 and

t = 3 with Gap(0.02, 3) = 0.008. The same values correspond to an expected

equilibrium coverage of 60% (as shown in lower left panel of Figure 4.6, which is

an increase from the initial value of 48%. From lower left panel of Figure 4.6 we

see that the expected equilibrium coverage is maximal at end of time T = 15, and

for δ = 0.03, but for these values the budget allocated would fall short of covering

the expected demand.

Undecided > Adverse and Undecided=Inclined

Figure 4.7 shows our findings when Undecided (ε1 = 0.4) >Adverse (ε2 = 0.2)

and Inclined has the same size as the Undecided (ε3 = ε1 = 0.4). In this case,

we note that any incentive δ∗ > 0 will create a shortage in the available doses of

the vaccine, but will maximize the expected equilibrium coverage. Here Undecided

are greater in number, as compared to Adverse. Therefore, a small incentive

is effective in changing their preferences regarding vaccination, and we discover

an increase in coverage up to 79%. In this case, changes in preferences result

in a decrease of expected coverage, though the incentive somewhat improves the

situation. The leader’s problem stays suboptimal on all the parameter values
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Figure 4.6: Upper left panel: Strategies of the three groups with respect to time
and incentive δ. Upper right panel: The TrueGap function over time and incentive
δ. The horizontal plane represents the optimal region for the leader; its intersection
with the TrueGap function represents the points where we reach optimal values for
the leader problem. Lower left panel: Overall coverage with respect to incentive
and time. Lower right panel: Evolution of populations in the groups over a period
of 15 years.
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Figure 4.7: Upper left panel: Strategies of the three groups with respect to time
and incentive δ. Upper right panel: The TrueGap function over time and incentive
δ. The horizontal plane represents the optimal region for the leader; its intersection
with the TrueGap function represents the points where we reach optimal values for
the leader problem. Lower left panel: Overall coverage with respect to incentive
and time. Lower right panel: Evolution of populations in the groups over a period
of 30 years.

(δ, t). The distribution of populations in rows 3 & 4 of the left panel of Table

4.3 give the same qualitative behavior as the one pictured in Figure 4.7. The

distributions shown in rows 3 & 4 of the right panel of Table 4.3 exhibit the

qualitative behaviour shown in Figure 4.6. We observe from this case that the

incentive policy can work effectively to improve expected vaccine demand at the

population level. The percentage of incentive varies with the size of Undecided

and Adverse groups. We also conclude when an optimal solution for the leader

exists, this does not lead to the maximal expected coverage at the followers level,
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so there seems to always be a trade-off between using a given budget efficiently

and satisfying the expected maximal levels of vaccine demand in the population.

Combining the results of the last two sections, we conclude that a copay policy

helps the leader while decreasing the expected coverage, while an incentive policy

works in the opposite way, it creates larger shortages for the leader, while increasing

expected coverage. Changes in preferences add another layer to this problem, with

instances where preference changes help either the leader or the followers. With

this in mind we move on to the next section where we combine all the factors

studied so far: copay, incentive and preference changes.

4.5 Copay, incentives and income levels impact

on vaccination policy

In this section we explore a hypothetical population where some groups are of-

fered an incentive to vaccinate, while others are asked to participate in a copay

scenario. This population is divided in groups differentiated by both risk percep-

tions and income levels. To simplify the presentation, we assume two groups of

risk perceptions: the Inclined and the Adverse groups. These groups are further

differentiated by income and are subdivided as Below Median and Median and

above groups. The end result of looking at the population this way is a 4-group

split, where the groups are: IB - Inclined, Below median, IM - Inclined, Median

and above, AB - Adverse, Below median and AM - Adverse, Median and above.

We assume that the groups’ risk perceptions are :

rIM = rIB < rAM = rAB,
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and further we assume that group AB is receiving an incentive to vaccinate δ1,

while group IM is asked to participate in a copay option, denoted by δ2.

The leader-follower scenario here is given by:

min
δ∈[0,1]2

Gap(P , δ) :=
∣∣∣ B

(1 + δ1εAB − δ2εIM)price ·N
− (7)

−
(
εABPAB(δ) + εAMPAM(δ) + εIBPIB(δ) + εIMPIM(δ)

)∣∣∣

s.t.

max [uAB(P , δ) = −(rAB − c1δ1)PAB − πp(1− PAB)],

PAB ∈ [0, 1],

max [uAM(P , δ) = −(rAM)PAM − πp(1− PAM)],

PAM ∈ [0, 1]

max [uIB(P , δ) = −(rIB)PIB − πp(1− PIB)],

PIB ∈ [0, 1]

max [uIM(P , δ) = −(rIM + c2δ2)PIM − πp(1− PIM)],

PIM ∈ [0, 1]

(8)

where δ = (δ1, δ2).

We first report our results for the optimal vaccine coverage of this popula-

tion and the TrueGap function of the leader in Figure 4.8 below. We assume

here that all groups are equally sensitive to the presence of copay and incen-

tive, i.e., c1 = c2 = 2, and rAB = rAM = 0.3, rIB = rIM = 0.01. We take

εAB = 0.4, εAM = 0.3, εIB = 0.2; εIM = 0.1 and a budget B = 3.544 × 107 for

the same population size N as in the previous section. The left panel of Figure

4.8 represents the expected coverage of vaccine in the population when copay and

incentive options are implemented in the Inclined and Adverse groups as discussed
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Figure 4.8: Left Panel: Coverage p =
3∑
i=1

εiPi, as function of copay δ2 and incentive

δ1. Right Panel: Graph of TrueGap(P, δ1, δ2) as function of copay δ2 and incentive
δ1. Here sensitivity to copay equals the sensitivity to incentive. We see that for
δ∗1 = 0.04 and δ∗2 = 0.14 the followers expected coverage is at the maximal level
p∗ = 0.513, while the leader’s problem reaches the optimal value: Gap(0.04, 0.14) =
0.

above. We observe from the graph that implementation of copay in the popu-

lation, where the groups are based on income level, does not necessarily help in

improving the overall vaccine coverage, however it plays an important role in the

leader’s problem, helping to achieve 0-values of the Gap function. In contrast, if

we implement the incentive option in the groups AB, IB, we discover that the ex-

pected coverage increases as we increase the percentage of incentive (δ1). Putting

the two policies together we discover that there is a solution that is optimal for the

leader, and achieves maximal expected coverage for followers, namely at δ∗1 = 0.05

and δ∗2 = 0.09. This has not been usually the case when we implemented only one

of the two policies. Finally, let us test this mixed policy over time by considering
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Figure 4.9: Left Panel: Shows an increase in the equilibrium expected coverage for
fixed incentive δ2 = 0.1. Right Panel: Shows the TrueGap function values for the
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a new 4× 4 transition matrix Tr given by

Tr =

AB AM IB IM

AB

AM

IB

IM



0.90 0 0.1 0

0 0.95 0 0.05

0.1 0 0.90 0

0 0.05 0 0.95


. The important point to note in this matrix is that we discount the economic

mobility of the groups and only risk perceptions are considered. We examine the

case where a fixed incentive value, δ1 = 0.1 is in place for the entire T = 15 years,

and where a variable copay δ2 could be collected during the same time. We report

our results for this case in Figure 4.9 below. We notice that fixing the incentive
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δ1 = 0.1 we see a modest increase in the expected coverage with the increase of the

copay δ2; this is due to a larger possible number of doses the leader can provide

as a result of collecting more copay (see also right panel graph of Figure 4.9).

In the time direction, there is that the change in preferences, works in favour of

increasing the expected coverage. As our last case above, we can find an optimal

solution for the leader’s problem which is able to achieve a maximal value of the

expected coverage at followers’ level.

Thus implementation of incentives and copay policies is effective in both in-

creasing expected vaccine coverage, as well as in efficiently spending the given

budget.

4.6 Conclusion

The scenario analysis conducted in this paper lead us to interesting results. First,

we observe that implementing the copay option in a population where the vaccine

inclined group is in the majority hinders the well-being of the population, as the

expected equilibrium coverage decreases. Although we could optimize the use of

the available budget (i.e., the leader’s problem), the expected overall coverage de-

creases because paying a fraction of the vaccine price out-of-pocket can change the

attitude of the Undecided group, lowering their probability of getting vaccinated.

Second, we saw that implementing an incentive in a population where the

vaccine inclined group is in the minority, raises the probability of individuals in the

other groups to get vaccinated. However, at the leader level, budgetary shortages

arise quickly due to the need of distributing the incentive to all groups. A trade-off

exists between using a given budget efficiently while trying to satisfy the expected
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maximal levels of vaccine demand in the population. Combining the results of these

two scenarios we conclude that a copay policy helps the leader while decreasing the

expected coverage at the followers’ level. In contrast, an incentive policy creates

larger shortages for the leader, while increasing expected coverage at the followers

level. Changes in preferences over time add another layer to these outcomes, with

instances where preference changes help the leader, the followers or both. (Figure

4.7)

Third, we examined a hypothetical population with only two groups: Inclined

and Adverse, which were further divided into subgroups by their income level. We

introduced an incentive for the subgroups which are below the median income and

a copay from the subgroups that lie in the median and above median income cate-

gories. As a result, we discovered that it is possible to optimally solve the leader’s

problem while managing to achieve maximal equilibrium coverage at the followers’

level. Thus, a combination of incentive and copay policies may be advantageous

for both the leader and the well-being of the followers.

Finally, we want to note that the economic differentiation of risk groups was

necessary in order for the mixed incentive & copay policies to be applicable in real

life. The population’s perceived risk levels are in practice impossible to quantify;

thus these policies need a way to be a quantifiable application to specific population

groups.

In the future, we plan to further investigate the latter case by implementing

economic mobility between the groups in the transition matrix Tr, as defined

in the last section. We want to incorporate the demand of available doses for

the vaccination in the utilities where the relative perceived risks of vaccination

also depend on available treatments. Further, we want to formulate the model in
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continuous time, as a dynamic game, replacing the discrete time changes given by

the transition matrices.
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Discussion
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5.1 Discussion

The primary focus of the thesis is to examine the effects of decision-making at

the individuals’, the population groups and the system ( population & govern-

ing authority) levels on the spread of diseases within the population, as well as

potential policies that could be implemented for alleviating some of the disease’s

socio-economic impact.

In Chapter 2, we modeled a discrete time 2-player game as a repeated game.

We investigated the effects of changes in utilities of having unprotected sex between

HIV+ and HIV− players on the HIV prevalence over a given period. In addition,

we examined the influence of individuals’ personal risk perception about their

partners in casual encounters. Regardless of the reasons for choosing to have

unprotected sex, disease level increased significantly over time.

In Chapter 3, we modeled the daily movement of a commuter workforce between

different geographical locations. The main idea was to see whether a policy of

“stay home” choice, in cases where the scare factor for the disease is high, would

be effective in tempering down the spread of the disease, even though the economic

productivity would be significantly reduced. This model leads us to the following

conclusions:

• The first conclusion was that absenteeism costs the local economy because of

loss of productivity; however, there is a loss of productivity to the economy

due to presenteeism of the workforce when they are infected and not able to

work at their full capacity.

• We also concluded that if we allow people who have various degrees of concern

in their respective regions to miss work, it will lead to savings due to less
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infection in the workforce and consequently reduced costs to the health care

system.

• The conclusion is that the diversity in risk perceptions among the locations

leads to minimal economic costs in the presence of various pandemics while

tempering the spread of disease. Therefore, there is a threshold value of

risk perceptions whereby allowing a certain fraction of the population to

stay home and not infect others further leads to a good compromise for the

region’s economy, without the need for a state of emergency.

In Chapter 4, we modeled a two-level decision-making problem using a leader-

follower game framework where the leader is a single-payer health care provider,

and the followers are population groups with varying risk perceptions on vaccines

and diseases, and of differing income. We then extended our model to a discrete

dynamic game, where time passing is modeled by risk perception changes among

population groups considering whether or not to vaccinate. We encapsulated the

differences in risk perception in the probability transition matrices. We assumed

that the single-payer provider has a fixed budget for the potential coverage of the

population and that the potential to cover is strictly less than 100%. For the

purpose of increasing the potential coverage, we introduced a copay policy (in

vaccine inclined populations). To increase demand for treatment at the price of

decreasing the potential coverage, we studied an incentive policy in populations

which are not vaccine inclined. Finally, we applied both policies in a population

stratified by their risk perceptions as well as by their income.

The analysis conducted in this chapter lead us to the following results:

• Firstly, we observed that implementing the copay policy in the population
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where the vaccine inclined group is in the majority hinders the well-being of

the population. Although we could optimize the use of the available budget

(i.e., the leader’s problem), the expected overall coverage decreases because

paying a fraction of the vaccine price out-of-pocket can change the attitude

of the Undecided group, lowering their probability of getting vaccinated.

• Secondly, we found that implementing the incentive policy in a population

where the vaccine inclined group is in the minority raised the probability of

individuals to get vaccinated while creating large shortages at the leader’s

level.

• Thirdly, we examined a hypothetical population with only two groups: In-

clined and Adverse, which were further divided into subgroups by their in-

come level. We introduced an incentive for the subgroups which are below

the median income and a copay from the subgroups that lie in the median

and above median income categories. As a result, we discovered that it is

possible to optimally use the leader’s full budget while covering a maximal

demand at the followers’ level.

We conclude that a copay policy helps the leader while decreasing the ex-

pected coverage at the followers’ level. In contrast, an incentive policy creates

larger shortages for the leader, while increasing expected coverage at the followers’

level. Changes in preferences over time adds another layer to these outcomes, with

instances where preference changes help the leader, the followers or both. Further,

a combination of incentive and copay policies may be advantageous for both the

leader and the well-being of the followers.
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5.2 Future research

In Chapter 2, we formulated a two player game and studied the decisions based

on perspectives of risk assessment and their choices of partners. In future, we

are interested in modeling a multi-player time-dependent game in the presence of

HIV. Also, we will incorporate into the model the age groups of the players to

examine the effect of age on the choices of partner selection as well as on the risk

assessment in the decision-making of the population as a whole [1], [2].

In Chapter 3, we did not model the time interval when workers are not at

work. The extension of the model to capture the time interval while the workers

are not at work will give more extensive results regarding the evolution of the

disease. In this paper, we studied the case of two cities for simplicity. It will

be an interesting scenario to extend the model to many towns and explore the

significance of heterogeneity in fear levels about infections at various locations.

In Chapter 4, we observed that economic differentiation of risk groups is neces-

sary for applying the mixed incentive and copay policies in real life. In this model,

we discounted the economic mobility of the groups, and only risk perceptions are

studied. In the future, we plan to further investigate this case by implementing

economic mobility between the groups in the transition matrix Tr, as defined in

the last section of Chapter 4. We want to incorporate the demand of available

doses for the vaccination in the utilities where the relative perceived risks of vac-

cination also depend on available treatments. Further, we want to formulate the

model in continuous time, as a dynamic game, replacing the discrete time changes

given by the transition matrices.
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Appendix - Codes for simulation

results

5.3 C 1: Codes for EVI Chapter 2

The file EV Iscript.m is used to generate the graphs in Chapter 2.

function EVIscript1(T,t_step,multip)

%--------------------global terms--------------------------%

global s TEVI betan betap bp bn d d1 USnp USpn X

%-----------epsilon values------------------------------------%

eps0p=0.05;

%------------------------transmission coefficient -----------%

tau=0.02;

%-----------------------Time-------------------------------%

TEVI=10;

eps(1)=eps0p;

%-------------------------------------------------------------%
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for k=0:t_step:TEVI

k;

ll=size(k);

kk=floor((1/t_step)*k+1);

a(:,1) = [0.25;0.75;0.25;0.75];

%-----------------%

for i =1:T;

[z] = vfieldEVI1(a( : , i),k);

s = a( : , i) + (multip*z);

u = zeros(4,1);

v = ones(4,1);

% xb are the lower, resp. upper bounds of the vector x

xb = [ u, v];

[x] = solnp(xb);

a(:,i+1) = [x];

if norm(a(:,i+1)-a(:,i),2) <= 10^(-4)

tt(kk)=i+1

break

end

end

%-----------------------------------------------------------------%

d(kk+1)=betan;

d1(kk+1)=betap;
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U1array(kk+1)=USnp;

U2array(kk+1)=USpn;

cc(:,kk)=a(:,end);

D(1:4,1:tt(kk),kk)=a(:,1:end);

eps(kk+1)= tau*(cc(1,kk)*(1-eps(kk)) + cc(4,kk)*eps(kk))+eps(kk);

clear a

b1(kk+1) = betap*bp+(1-betap)*(tau*cc(1,kk)*eps(kk)+tau*cc(4,kk)*eps(kk)+eps(kk));

b2(kk+1) = betan*bn+(1-betan)*(tau*cc(1,kk)*eps(kk)+tau*cc(4,kk)*eps(kk)+eps(kk));

%---------------------%

end

cc

eps

%-------------------------%

%format; %just returning the formatting

X = round(eps(1:end)*10000)/10000;

% change eps(1:end) when plotting surf if get striaght line

%---------------------%

b1; % personal risk assessment for P2%

b2; % personal risk assessment for P1%

d;

d1;

siz=size(eps);

%-------------------------%
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a1=U1array;

a2=U2array;

%--------------------------------------------%

figure

t1=0:t_step:TEVI;

plot(t1,eps(2:end))

%--------------------%

z=X;

[A1,A2]=meshgrid(a1,a2);

[Z1,Z2]=meshgrid(z,z);

figure

surf(A1,A2,0.5*(Z1+Z2));

xlabel a1;ylabel a2

end

C 2: Codes for Chapter 3

The file named Cplot2dim generates the graphs used in Chapter 3. This file use

masterrec.m for generating required data.

function Cplot_2dim(ii,start)

global absent_total Inf_total CC ABS INF Inf_w N
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%clear ABS INF Inf_w

pinc=0.25;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for i=start:4:ii

i

master_rec(i-1,pinc)

end

ABS

ABS_cost=116.67*ABS*sum(N) % 116.67=35000/300 instead of 35000/253=138.34

INF

INF_cost=(116.67/2)*INF*sum(N)

Inf_w

Inf_w_cost=(116.67/2)*Inf_w*sum(N)

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure

plot((start-1):4:ii-1,ABS(:,start:4:end),’cyan’, (start-1):4:ii-1,INF(:,start:4:end),...

’yellow’, ’LineWidth’, 3)

xlabel(’Values of C’);

legend(’Proportion of S-Absents (after 300 days)’,...

’Proportion of Infected overall (after 300 days)’);

title([’End of time proportions of S-Absents vs. Infected’,...

’ p_{inc}=’ num2str(pinc)])

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure

plot((start-1):4:ii-1,ABS(:,start:4:end),’cyan’, (start-1):4:ii-1,Inf_w(:,start:4:end),...
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’yellow’, ’LineWidth’, 3)

xlabel(’Values of C’);

legend(’Proportion of S-Absents (after 300 days)’,...

’Proportion of Work Infected (after 300 days)’);

title([’End of time proportions of S-Absents vs. Infected’,...

’ p_{inc}=’ num2str(pinc)])

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure

plot((start-1):4:ii-1,ABS_cost(:,start:4:end)+INF_cost(:,start:4:end),...

’red’,’LineWidth’, 3)

xlabel(’Values of C’);

legend(’Cost of S-Absents & Infected (after 300 days)’);

title([’End of time loss of produxtivity; p_{inc}=’ num2str(pinc)])

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure

plot((start-1):4:ii-1,ABS_cost(:,start:4:end)+Inf_w_cost(:,start:4:end),...

’red’,’LineWidth’, 3)

xlabel(’Values of C’);

legend(’Cost of S-Absents & Work Infected (after 300 days)’);

title([’End of time loss of produxtivity; p_{inc}=’ num2str(pinc)])

end

The file masterrec.m is used by Cplot2dim.m:

function master_rec(C,P_incap)

global ss N bound_stay1 bound_stay2 Ro
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global absent_total Inf_total CC ABS INF PC Inf_w N

C1=C;

C2=5-C;

%C2=C;

%%%%%%% THIS code if for 2 cities

% Total populations in each city:

N=[3000;5000]; %Ntot= N(1)+N(2);

S=0.98*N;

I=0.01*N;

R=0.01*N;

Tmax=1;

Ndays=300 ; % Number of work days to run approx. 6 moths

% Tmax = 0.4167;

% length of simulated time in one day, in units of days (=10 hrs)

% Tmax = 50;

% Cost C

%P_incap = 0.03;

% Transition matrix in absence of infection:

%T=[0.95,0.0367;0.98, 0.02];
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% T = [0.6,0.4;0.6,0.4];

T=[1,0;1,0];

% Initial transition matricesare all T% Here:

% x1=s11; x2=I11;x3=R11

% x4=S12; x5=I12; x6 = R12

% x7=S22; X8=I22; x9=R22;

% x10 =S21; x11=I21; x12=R21

T1S(:,:,1)=T;

T2S(:,:,1)=T;

T1I(:,:,1)=T;

T2I(:,:,1)=T;

T1R(:,:,1)=T;

T2R(:,:,1)=T;

% Initial vectors of the Markov process: assume everyone went to work

% yesterday in every city; here the X and Y vectors serve as [X1,Y1] and

% [X2,Y2] from my notes

XS_end(:,1)=[S(1);0];

YS_end(:,1)=[S(2);0];
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XI_end(:,1)=[I(1);0];

YI_end(:,1)=[I(2);0];

XR_end(:,1)=[R(1);0];

YR_end(:,1)=[R(2);0];

%T*XS;

% Compute the initial conditions of the DE system for each city: we apply

% the T1, T2 first. Here XS(1,k) is

% # of susceptinble from city 1 who go to work in morning of day 1;

% XS(2,k)= # of susceptibles who miss work morning of day 1, for reasons

% other than flu

% XI(1,k)= # of infected from 1 who go to work in day 1; XR(1,k)=)=# of

% recovered from 1 who go to work in day 1, etc....

% Setup the arrays which store stuff across ALL days:

a_alldays = [];

% tt_alldays = [];

tt_alldays = 0;

Infected_cum1(1)=I(1);
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Infected_cum2(1)=I(2);

for k=2:Ndays

k;

%if exist(’bound_stay1’,’var’)

%clear bound_stay1;

%end

%if exist(’bound_stay2’,’var’)

% clear bound_stay2;

%end

%city 1: day going to work vs. stay home numbers

XS(:,k)= (XS_end(:,k-1)’ * T1S(:,:,k-1))’ ;

% these should come out as a row vector

XI(:,k)= (XI_end(:,k-1)’ * T1I(:,:,k-1))’;

XR(:,k)= (XR_end(:,k-1)’* T1R(:,:,k-1) )’;

%city 2: day going to work vs. stay home numbers

YS(:,k)= (YS_end(:,k-1)’* T2S(:,:,k-1) )’;

YI(:,k)= (YI_end(:,k-1)’ * T2I(:,:,k-1) )’;

YR(:,k)= (YR_end(:,k-1)’ * T2R(:,:,k-1) )’;

% We detangle the percentages of city i who work in
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% city i, from those who work in city j, for i,j \in {1,2}. City 1 has 60%

% work in city 1, and rest in city 2; city 2 has 75% work in city 2, and

% 25% in city 1. The 60-40 and 75-25 split applies to each of the S,I,R

% compartments of each city

%city 1 split: 60-40

b(1,k-1)=0.6*XS(1,k);

b(4,k-1)=0.4*XS(1,k);

b(2,k-1)=0.6*XI(1,k);

b(5,k-1)=0.4*XI(1,k);

b(3,k-1)=0.6*XR(1,k);

b(6,k-1)=0.4*XR(1,k);

% used for upper bound constraints of DE system

bound_leave1S(k) = 0.4*XS(1,k);

bound_leave1I(k)=0.4*XI(1,k);

bound_leave1R(k)=0.4*XR(1,k);

% used for discounting total numbers of stay homes per day, in city 1

bound_stay1S(k) = XS(2,k);

bound_stay1I(k) = XI(2,k);

bound_stay1R(k) = XR(2,k);
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absent1(k) = XS(2,k)+XI(2,k)+XR(2,k);

% this is the absents from all S,I,R comp of city 1

%absent1(k) = XS(2,k); % this is the absents from only the S comp of city 1

absent_cum1(k)=sum(absent1);

absent_end1=absent1(k);

%recover_city1(k)=XR(1,k)+XR(2,k);

% recovered who went to work + recovered who stayed home (if any)

%recov1(k)=sum(recover_city1);

%reco1=recov1(k);

% city 2 split: 75-25

b(7,k-1)= 0.75*YS(1,k);

b(10,k-1)=0.25*YS(1,k);

b(8,k-1)= 0.75*YI(1,k);

b(11,k-1)=0.25*YI(1,k);

b(9,k-1)= 0.75*YR(1,k);

b(12,k-1)=0.25*YR(1,k);

% used for upper bound constraints of DE system

bound_leave2S(k) = 0.25*YS(1,k);
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bound_leave2I(k) =0.25*YI(1,k);

bound_leave2R(k) = 0.25*YR(1,k);

% used for discounting total numbers of stay homes per day, in city 2

bound_stay2S(k)= YS(2,k);

bound_stay2I(k)= YI(2,k);

bound_stay2R(k)= YR(2,k);

absent2(k) = YS(2,k)+YI(2,k)+YR(2,k);

% this is the total absents from all S, I, R comp.

%absent2(k) = YS(2,k);

% this is the absents from only the S comp. form city 2

absent_cum2(k)=sum(absent2);

absent_end2=absent2(k);

% recover_city2(k)=YR(1,k)+YR(2,k);

% recovered who went to work + recovered who stayed home (if any)

% recov2(k)=sum(recover_city2);

% reco2=recov2(k);

% total of people staying home every morning, per city:

bound_stay1=bound_stay1S(k)+bound_stay1I(k)+bound_stay1R(k);
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bound_stay2=bound_stay2S(k)+bound_stay2I(k)+bound_stay2R(k);

%Check consistency of bounds for the DE trajectories: if the susceptible

%becomes 0 (i.e. no one goes to work), then stop the simulation.

if (b(2,:)==0)

Ndays=k;

CC=C;

break;

end

if (b(8,:)==0)

Ndays=k;

CC=C;

break;

end

%%%%% The Constraint DE (SIR) part %%%%%%%%%

multip = 0.1; % not sure what the time step should be ????!

tt=floor(Tmax/multip);

% number of time steps we evolve the SIR \approx = 10hrs of a day

a (: , 1) = [b(:,k-1);I(1);I(2)];
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Lb=N(1); Ub=N(2);

for i =1:tt;

[z1] = vfield_rec(a( : , i));

ss = a( : , i) + (multip*z1);

u = [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0];

% lower bounds including the cummulative infected

v = [N(1)-bound_stay1;N(1)-bound_stay1;N(1)-bound_stay1;...

bound_leave1S(k);bound_leave1I(k);bound_leave1R(k); ...

N(2)-bound_stay2;N(2)-bound_stay2;N(2)-bound_stay2;...

bound_leave2S(k);bound_leave2I(k);bound_leave2R(k);Lb;Ub];

xb = [ u, v];

[x] = solnp(xb);

a(:,i+1) = [x];

Lb=x(2)+x(5);

Ub=x(8)+x(11);

end

% save results at end of evolution time on the trajectories of the DE system for day = k:

trans(:,k) = a(:,end);

Infected_cum1(k)=a(13,end)+bound_stay1I(k);

% end of day Infected from 1 + who stayed home that day from 1 from infected

Infected_cum2(k)=a(14,end)+bound_stay2I(k);

%end of day Infected from 2 + who stayed home that day from 2 from infected
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% Compute the cummulative # of infected from each city:

Inf_cum1(k)=sum(Infected_cum1);

Inf1=Inf_cum1(k);

Inf_cum2(k)=sum(Infected_cum2);

Inf2=Inf_cum2(k);

Inf_wwork1(k)=trans(2,k)+trans(5,k);

Inf_work1(k)=sum(Inf_wwork1);

Inf_wwork2(k)=trans(8,k)+trans(11,k);

Inf_work2(k)=sum(Inf_wwork2);

% keey=k

%

% T(1,2)+ C*(trans(2,k)+trans(5,k)+bound_stay1I(k))/N(1)

if (T(1,2)+ C1*(trans(2,k)+trans(5,k)+bound_stay1I(k))/N(1) <=1 ) && ...

(T(2,2)+(C1)*(trans(2,k)+trans(5,k)+bound_stay1I(k))/N(1) <=1)

T1S(:,:,k)=[1-(T(1,2)+C1*(trans(2,k)+trans(5,k)+bound_stay1I(k))/N(1)), ...

T(1,2)+(C1)*(trans(2,k)+trans(5,k)+bound_stay1I(k))/N(1); ...

1-(T(2,2)+C1*(trans(2,k)+trans(5,k)+bound_stay1I(k))/N(1)), ...

T(2,2)+(C1)*(trans(2,k)+trans(5,k)+bound_stay1I(k))/N(1)];
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else

T1S(:,:,k)=[0,1;0,1];

end

T1I(:,:,k)=[1-(T(1,2)+P_incap),T(1,2)+P_incap; 1-(T(2,2)+P_incap), T(2,2)+P_incap];

T1R(:,:,k)=T;

if (T(1,2)+ C2*(trans(11,k)+trans(8,k)+bound_stay2I(k))/N(2) <=1 ) && ...

(T(2,2)+(C2)*(trans(11,k)+trans(8,k)+bound_stay2I(k))/N(2) <=1)

T2S(:,:,k)= [1-(T(1,2)+C2*(trans(11,k)+trans(8,k)+bound_stay2I(k))/N(2)), ...

T(1,2)+(C2)*(trans(11,k)+trans(8,k)+bound_stay2I(k))/N(2); ...

1-(T(2,2)+C2*(trans(11,k)+trans(8,k)+bound_stay2I(k))/N(2)), ...

T(2,2)+(C2)*(trans(11,k)+trans(8,k)+bound_stay2I(k))/N(2)];

else

T2S(:,:,k)=[0,1;0,1];

end

T2I(:,:,k)=T1I(:,:,k);

% Transition of infected in city 2 the same as in city 1

T2R(:,:,k)=T;
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XS_end(1,k)= a(1,end)+a(4,end);

XI_end(1,k) = a(2,end)+a(5,end);

XR_end(1,k) = a(3,end)+a(6,end);

% at city 1, we add the # of people who had stayed home on the previous

% day:

XS_end(2,k)=XS(2,k);

XI_end(2,k) =XI(2,k);

XR_end(2,k)= XR(2,k);

%at location 2 :collect S22+S21; I22+I21; R22+R21%%%

%% =the next morning’s numbers of people

% who went to work in the previous day

YS_end(1,k)=a(7,end)+a(10,end);

YI_end(1,k) = a(8,end)+a(11,end);

YR_end(1,k) = a(9,end)+a(12,end);

% at city 2, we add the # of people who had stayed home on the previous

% day:

YS_end(2,k)=YS(2,k);

YI_end(2,k) =YI(2,k);

YR_end(2,k)= YR(2,k);
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a_alldays = [a_alldays,a];

% tt_alldays = [tt_alldays, tt];

tt_alldays = tt_alldays + tt;

end

%

% % %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% End of DE part - Now PLOTS %%%%%%%%%%

%

% figure

% subplot(2,1,1)

% plot(2:Ndays,XS_end(1,2:end)+XS_end(2,2:end), 2:Ndays,...

XI_end(1,2:end)+XI_end(2,2:end), ...

% 2:Ndays,XR_end(1,2:end)+XR_end(2,2:end),’LineWidth’,3 );

% xlabel(’Time in work days’);

% ylabel(’S,I,R - city 1’);

% legend(’Susceptibles’,’Infected’,’Recovered’);

% title([’S,I,R compartments with work & stay homes; p_{inc} =’ num2str(P_incap) ’,...

R_0=’ num2str(Ro) ’ and C1=’ num2str(C)])

%

% subplot(2,1,2)

% plot(2:Ndays,YS_end(1,2:end)+YS_end(2,2:end), 2:Ndays,YI_end(1,2:end)+YI_end(2,2:end), ...

% 2:Ndays,YR_end(1,2:end)+YR_end(2,2:end),’LineWidth’,3 );

% xlabel(’Time in work days’);
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% ylabel(’S,I,R - city 2’);

% legend(’Susceptibles’,’Infected’,’Recovered’);

%

% %%Extra Figure, not sure I need - noncummulative absents

% figure

% subplot(2,1,1)

% plot(1:Ndays, absent1,’green’,’LineWidth’,3);

% xlabel(’Time in work days’);

% ylabel(’City 1’);

% title([’Absenteeism (from S compartments); p_{inc} =’ num2str(P_incap) ’ and C1=’ num2str(C)]);

%

% subplot(2,1,2)

% plot(1:Ndays, absent2,’black’,’LineWidth’,3);

% xlabel(’Time in work days’);

% ylabel(’City 2’)

% %%%%% End extra figure

% figure

% subplot(2,1,1)

% plot(1:Ndays, absent_cum1,’green’,’LineWidth’,3);

% xlabel(’Time in work days’);

% ylabel(’City 1’);

% title([’Cummulative absenteism (from all compartments); ...
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% p_{inc} =’ num2str(P_incap) ’, R_0=’ num2str(Ro) ’ and C1=’ num2str(C)]);

%

% subplot(2,1,2)

% plot(1:Ndays, absent_cum2,’black’,’LineWidth’,3);

% xlabel(’Time in work days’);

% ylabel(’City 2’)

%

% figure

% subplot(2,1,1)

%

% plot(1:Ndays, Inf_work1,’cyan’,’LineWidth’,3);

% xlabel(’Time in work days’);

% ylabel(’City 1’);

% title([’Cummulative Infected who went to work;...

% p_{inc} =’ num2str(P_incap) ’, R_0=’ num2str(Ro) ’ and C1=’ num2str(C)]);

%

% subplot(2,1,2)

% plot(1:Ndays, Inf_work2,’magenta’,’LineWidth’,3);

% xlabel(’Time in work days’);

% ylabel(’City 2’);

%

% figure

%

% plot(1:Ndays, 0.5*(35000/300)*(Inf_work1+Inf_work2) +...

%(35000/300)*(absent_cum1+absent_cum2),’cyan’,’LineWidth’,3);
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% xlabel(’Time in work days’);

% ylabel(’Both cities’);

% title([’Cost of absenteeism + presenteeism; ...

% p_{inc} =’ num2str(P_incap) ’, R_0=’ num2str(Ro) ’ and C1=’ num2str(C)]);

% %%%%%%% End of Plots in this file %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

D=floor(C+1);

absent_total(D)=absent_cum1(end)+absent_cum2(end)

Inf_total(D) = Inf1+Inf2;

ABS(D)=(absent_cum1(end)+absent_cum2(end))/(Ndays*sum(N))

INF(D)=(Inf1+Inf2)/(Ndays*sum(N));

Inf_w(D)=(Inf_work1(end)+Inf_work2(end))/(Ndays*sum(N));

CC=C;

end
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C 3: Codes for Chapter 4

The file scriptdelta.m is used to develop the graphs in chapter 4 for copay and

incentive applied together in the population.

function script1_delta(diffstep,dt1,dt2,dlimit)

global s

global eps

global r1 r2 r3 r4 gamma1 gamma2 B price N

r1=0.3;r2=0.3;r3=0.01; r4=0.01;

gamma1=1;gamma2=1;

%------------------------------------------------------------------

%eps1=AB;eps2=AM;eps3=IB;eps4=IM, same index used for other related parameters;

epsilon1=0.2;epsilon2=0.1;epsilon3=0.4;epsilon4=1-epsilon1-epsilon2-epsilon3;

epsi(:,1)=[epsilon1,epsilon2,epsilon3,epsilon4];

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TM(1,:)=[0.85;0.03;0.1;0.02]; % eps1;eps2;eps3;eps4where eps1=AB;eps2=AM;eps3=IB;eps4=IM

TM(2,:)=[0.02;0.85;0.02;0.03];

TM(3,:)=[0.1;0.02;0.85;0.1]; % cannot have a 0 entry, we need a regular transition matrix

TM(4,:)=[0.03;0.1;0.03;0.85];

%----------------------------------------------------------------------------

for d = 1:1:dlimit;

epss(:,d)=TM*epsi(:,d);
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epsi(:,d+1)=epss(:,d);

end

epss(:,end+1)=epss(:,end);

%--------------------------------------------------------------------------

u = [ 0 ; 0 ; 0 ;0];

v = [ 1 ; 1 ; 1;1];

xb = [ u, v]; % xb are the lower resp. upper bounds of x1, x2

icb=[0,1];

%---------------------------------------------------------------------------

B=3.544*10^7;

N=3.39*10^6;

price=20;

%--------------------------------------------------------------------------

MAXIT = 5000;

TOL = 0.001;

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------

par1=(0:0.01:dt1)’

par2=(0:0.01:dt2)’

count1=size(0:0.01:dt1)

count2=size(0:0.01:dt2) %Fix a delta1=0.1

%--------------------------------------------------------------------------

for kk=1:count1(2)

par1(kk)=0.1;

end

%---------------------------------------------------------
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for d = 1:1:dlimit;

eps=epss(:,d);

for del2=1:1:count2(2);

Bsize(del2,d)= B/((1+eps(1)*0.1- eps(4)*par2(del2))*price*N);

%------------------------------------------------------------------------

a (: , 1) = [ 0.5;0.2;0.6;0.7];

for i = 1:MAXIT;

if d<= 10

[z] = vfield_original( a( : , i),[0.1,par2(del2)]);

else

[z] = vfield_original( a( : , i),[0,0]);

end

s = a( : , i) + (diffstep*z);

[x] = solnp ( xb);

a( : , i+1 ) = [x];

if norm(a(:,i+1)-a(:,i),2)<= TOL

break

end

end

w(:,del2,d)=a(:,end);

end
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end

Bplan=squeeze(Bsize);

w;

for d=1:1:dlimit

epss(:,d);

for del2=1:count2(2)

coverage(:,del2,d)=dot(w(:,del2,d),epss(:,d));

end

end

coverage;

cov=squeeze(coverage);

Gap=Bplan-cov;

szz=size(Gap);

% figure

% surf((1:1:dlimit),0:0.01:dt2,abs(Gap))

% xlabel(’Time’)

% ylabel(’\delta_2’)

% zlabel(’Gap(p,P)’)

% title(’Leader problem as a function of copay \delta_1 vs. incentive \delta_2’)

%

%%%% Here I am plotting from T=2 onwards...

figure
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surf(2:1:dlimit,0.01:0.01:dt2,cov(2:end,2:end))

xlabel(’Time’)

ylabel(’\delta_2’)

zlabel(’Coverage p’)

title(’Coverage as a function of copay \delta_1 vs. incentive \delta_2’)

figure

surf((2:1:dlimit),0.01:0.01:dt2,Gap(2:end,2:end))

color winter

hold on;

loyolagray = 1/255*[51,0,25];

surf((2:1:dlimit),0.01:0.01:dt2,zeros(szz(1)-1,szz(2)-1),’EdgeColor’,loyolagray, ’FaceColor’, loyolagray)

xlabel(’Time’)

ylabel(’\delta_2’)

zlabel(’Budget - Optimal coverage’)

end
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